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JULY 1, 2016 – SEPTEMBER 30, 2016

This report of programs and program segments addressing issues of importance and concern in the
NewsChannel 5 viewing area includes the following:

 NEWSCHANNEL 5 NEWS – WTVF produces daily newscasts providing local information of
interest to viewers in the Nashville designated market area.  The station produces 36 hours of
local news each week, not including breaking news, special reports, and severe weather
coverage. In-depth reports on subjects such as Crime, Health, Government and Politics,
Education and Consumer News are routinely included in the news.  WTVF also presents
newscast features that heighten viewer awareness of problems and concerns including segments
such on crime, education and health. Regularly scheduled newscasts air Monday through Friday,
4:00 to 7:00 AM, 4:00 PM, 5:00 PM, 6:00 to 7:00 PM, and 10:00 PM; and on weekends starting at
5:00 AM, in the early evening, and at 10:00 PM. Also, on a continuing but irregular basis, WTVF
may telecast local specials, either produced by WTVF, CBS or syndicated, in all dayparts,
addressing subjects of special importance.

 NEWSCHANNEL 5 REPORTS - WTVF regularly produces major series of one or more parts
scheduled in the 6 PM REPORT and 10 PM REPORT.  These special features provide in-depth
reporting on subjects of importance to the WTVF viewing audience and may focus on such topics
as government, crime, consumer news, public health, and other issues of local interest. (See
Attachment A.)

 CBS PROGRAMS - WTVF regularly telecasts 60 MINUTES, 48 HOURS, and FACE THE
NATION, and from time to time, CBS specials.  These specials take the form of Public Affairs
programs or news specials. (See Attachment B.)

 TALK OF THE TOWN - A 30-minute Monday through Friday program telecast 11:00-11:30 AM.
On a regular basis, the program addresses issues of importance and concern in the WTVF
viewing area. The co-hosts are Meryll Rose and Lelan Statom. (See Attachment C.)

 PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS - WTVF schedules public service announcements for a
myriad of community agencies and organizations.  Attached is a list of PSA's that aired July 1,
2016, through September 30, 2016. (See Attachment D.)

 NEWSCHANNEL 5+ PROGRAMMING – WTVF produces and programs a second channel,
NewsChannel 5+ which is distributed via cable and over the air on 5.2 to approximately 650,000
households. NewsChannel 5+ provides 24 hours of news and information programming with
primarily a local focus. Programming includes shows for niche audiences, including African
Americans, Hispanics, LGBT, business, politics, schools, local politics/government, call-in
programs to discuss significant local issues in-depth, and rebroadcasts of WTVF programming.
NewsChannel 5+ also carries local specials, including government prayer breakfasts, local court
proceedings, election coverage, and other events of local interest.  Local government officials ,
law enforcement leaders, and the director of schools are regular guests. This regular interaction
with community leaders helps WTVF stay abreast and ascertain those issues of concern to
viewers in the Nashville area. (See Attachment E).



WTVF
3RD QUARTER 2016 ISSUES REPORT

NEWSCHANNEL 5 REPORTS
ATTACHMENT A

GOVERNMENT/POLITICS

DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
7/1/16 INSIDE POLITICS Inside Politics is hosted by veteran political reporter Pat Nolan who sits down with the big
6:30-7 PM (30 minutes) newsmakers to get the inside scoop on the decisions that affect us all. Pat’s guest was
Republican Andy Holt, the controversial Tennessee State Representative for the 76th District. Among the topics discussed were: 2nd Amendment Rights,
the AR-15 “Assault Rifle” giveaway; guns on campus legislation and TennCare. Holt also commented on recent Supreme Court decisions regarding
abortion and felons with guns. He also spoke about his future political aspirations as well as the candidacy of Donald Trump for President.

7/27/16 10 PM News (3:42) HASLAM OUTSOURCING: An exclusive NewsChannel 5 investigation has uncovered
new questions about a major Haslam administration plan that was supposed to save taxpayers' money. Our investigation discovered that effort -- to turn
the state's vehicle operations over to private companies -- is costing millions of dollars more than lawmakers were told.

8/4/16 ELECTION COVERAGE (3 hours)   PRIMARY ELECTION COVERAGE: NewsChannel 5 provided in-depth coverage all
(Various) day long on primary Election Day for the state of Tennessee. Several key races were up for grabs. In a nasty race in
Congressional District 4, incumbent Scott DesJarlais (R) was facing a strong challenge from newcomer Grant Starrett. Diane Black (R), the incumbent for
Congressional District 4, was also locked in a heated race with perennial candidate Joe Carr. There were other contested races at the state and local
level including State District 20, a run-off in Metro Council District 1 and Metro Nashville’s School Board which saw money being poured in to support
candidates who favored charter schools. Starting with the morning newscasts and throughout the afternoon and evening, we had reporters at several
polling places and following a few of the candidates. In primetime, as the polls closed, we provided an hour of coverage with the  most up-to-the-minute
results on NewsChannel 5 Plus from 7-8 PM. Our coverage was anchored by Carrie Sharp and long-term political analyst Pat Nolan. We also ran
election return graphics on WTVF over CBS prime programs. Then, during the 10 PM newscast, we wrapped it all up with the final vote totals.

9/17/16 THE RACE “The Race” focuses on the 2016 Presidential election and other big national races. Host
12:00-12:30 PM (30 minutes) Mike Sacks follow the ups and downs of the race to the White House and what the
candidates are saying and doing to get your vote. There is no studio as Sacks talks to people on the street to find out what’s important to them and digs
into the issues to see where the candidates really stand. Participants included Todd Schulte, President of few.us speaking on immigration policy change;
reporter Ashley Hansen who covered the 3rd party candidates; and reporters Jameson Hewlitt and Miranda Green.

9/24/16 THE RACE “The Race” focuses on the 2016 Presidential election and other big national races. Host
12:00-12:30 PM (30 minutes) Mike Sacks follow the ups and downs of the race to the White House and what the
candidates are saying and doing to get your vote. There is no studio as Sacks talks to people on the street to find out what’s important to them and digs
into the issues to see where the candidates really stand. Participants included Jeremy Adler, staff member for Senator Marco Rubio speaking about the
upcoming first debate, Jameson Hewlitt looking at Politifact’s check on recent statements made by the candidates and Shannon Cake looking at the 3rd

Party candidates.



CRIME/LAW ENFORCEMENT/PRISONS

DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
7/1/16 10 PM News (4:17) ILLEGAL SEARCH? - If police want to search your home, they need to get a search warrant
– that is the law. Investigative reporter Ben Hall found in White County, officers apparently either don't know the law or are ignoring it. Participants
included Jessica Newnum, White County Resident
7/5/15 10 PM News (2:36) JUSTICE FOR JEFFRY' LAW -- A new state law could bring prosecutors one step closer to
finding answers in a 15-year-old cold case. Tennessee Governor. Bill Haslam recently signed legislation that had been pushed by a local district
attorney. The DA had re-opened the investigation into 15-month-old Jeffry Kelton Skaggs' death. Participants include legal expert and attorney David
Raybin.

7/6/16 10 PM News (3:26) FUNERAL DIRECTOR AND POLICE LIGHTS - There is another odd twist in a deadly police
pursuit and crash in Rutherford County that killed a young mother. A NewsChannel 5 investigation raised questions about why a funeral director took part
in the chase. Investigative reporter Ben Hall looks at whether laws were broken. Participants included Brandy Diaz, witness to chase, Tim Kilgore, funeral
home director and Buford Tune, former police officer.

7/7/16 6 PM News (1:40) FUNERAL DIRECTOR POLICE LIGHTS FOLLOW UP – We uncovered new developments
in a bizarre story we first broke last night. It turns out a Manchester alderman (and local funeral director) -- under investigation for joining in a deadly
police chase last month -- had been warned before. Investigative reporter Ben Hall revealed that the district attorney told him to stop acting like a police
officer last year. Participants included Tim Kilgore, funeral home director and Ryan Rigney, driver stopped by Kilgore.

7/7/16 10 PM News (2:52) DRUG CAVE: This report was a follow up to an infamous Tennessee marijuana cave which
had been sold to a cheesemaker. Reporter Nick Beres looked at how the new owners are now turning it into a tourist attraction.

7/21/16 10 PM News (3:09) SOCIAL MEDIA THREATS TO LAW ENFORCEMENT - A NewsChannel 5 investigation is
shedding light on how the FBI handles internet threats against police. The agency has issued warnings in other parts of the country in the wake of police
shootings in Dallas and Baton Rouge. Investigative reporter Ben Hall looked at how the FBI handled a past threat here in Tennessee. Participants
included Matthew Espenshade - Assistant Special Agent in Charge FBI Nashville.

7/25/16 10 PM News (2:05) SHERIFF ROBERT ARNOLD AVOIDS OUSTER: Reporter Nick Beres took a behind-the-
scenes look at why an ouster suit will not be filed against embattled Rutherford county sheriff Robert Arnold. Participants included Oddie Shoupe, White
County Sheriff, David Raybin, legal expert & attorney and Christopher Slobogin, Vanderbilt Law Professor.

HEALTH

DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
7/1/16-9/30/16 4 PM & 6:30 PM News (2:00) MEDICAL NEWS - Each weekday a segment on the latest medical News airs in the 4 PM
and 6:30 PM Newscasts.  These segments address current issues, including the latest medical technology and breakthroughs.  These segments feature
anchor Carrie Sharp and various national health experts.



HEALTH (continued)

DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
7/16/16 (3-4 PM)           Ask Dr. Nandi (60 minutes)              ASK DR. NANDI: The Topic of this special is “Organic Living: Is it Worth the Hype?” We
have all heard the word “organic” loosely thrown around about all sorts of things, but is it really worth learning about and abiding by? What makes organic
food healthier? On this episode, celebrity nutritionist Cynthia Sass and author, family physician, and CEO of Wellspring Human Energetics Dr. Jason
Littleton join Dr. Nandi in uncovering what organic really means, and how it can help you be healthier.

7/31/16 ALEX SCOTT: A STAND In 2000, four-year-old Alexandra “Alex” Scott, bravely battling neuroblastoma, came up with the
12:30-1 PM FOR HOPE 2016 (30 minutes)        idea to host a lemonade stand in order to help all kids with cancer. In the 15 years since then,
her simple idea has had tremendous impact. The charity that carries her name and is her legacy -- Alex's Lemonade Stand Foundation (ALSF) -- funds
pediatric cancer research across the country, helps families in need of assistance for their children stricken with cancer, and has inspired thousands of
volunteers to follow Alex’s example and host their own lemonade stands. This special celebrates this young girl’s remarkable life and her lasting
achievements and impact.

8/14/16 (1-2 PM) Ask Dr. Nandi (60 minutes)              ASK DR. NANDI: This episode of the Ask Dr. Nandi is filled with laughter and great
discussion as Dr. Nandi and his guests explore the "age-old" battle of stay at home moms’ vs working moms. If you are a mother, Dr. Nandi and his
guests will entertain you and more importantly inform you with their lively discussion!

CONSUMER

DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
7/1/16-9/30/16 5 PM News (2:30 average) CONSUMER NEWS – During the 5 PM Newscast, we air a Consumer Reports story alerting
viewers to the latest local and national consumer information on scams, recalls and product testing.

7/11/2016 10 PM News (4:40) REGIONAL RECALLS - That car you drive could be a ticking time bomb and you might not
find out it has a serious problem until it is too late. The reason is because you live in Tennessee. Why should that matter? NewsChannel 5
Investigates found while Tennessee drivers get some vehicle safety recalls, we are not notified about all of them. That is because automakers frequently
issue recall notices only in so-called "salt states." Participants included Ron and Viann Lollar, victims of an accident where they did not get a safety recall
and Clarence Ditlow, Center for Auto Safety.
7/25/16 6 PM News (1:44) CARL BLACK CHEVROLET OVERCHARGES FOR METRO BUS REPAIRS - Did Metro
Schools get ripped off when paying for repairs to school buses? That us the extraordinary finding in a new audit obtained by NewsChannel 5. Reporter
Ben Hall provided the details on why one local dealership had to write a big check to taxpayers. Their overbilling scheme went on for years before being
discovered. In total, Metro was overcharged more than $175,000 dollars for labor and parts.

EDUCATION

DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
7/6/16-9/28/16 6:30 PM News (2:30) SCHOOL PATROL - “School Patrol” story airs every Wednesday during the 6:30 PM
News. The stories look at everything from education issues to student activities and awards for special teachers.  Anchor Vicki Yates does the “School
Patrol” stories.



EDUCATION (continued)

DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
7/14/16 10 PM News (2:17) NEW TESTING RULES -- Sweeping new rules have now been approved as a result of a
News Channel 5 investigation of Metro Schools.These rules, from the Tennessee State Board of Education, limit how high schools across the state can
use so-called "credit recovery" programs to let students earn credit on a computer.

7/18/2016 10 PM News (5:16) FEDERALLY FUNDED HEAD START PROGRAM LAGS FAR BEHIND - This NewsChannel
5 investigation has uncovered questions about how millions of tax dollars have been spent. That money was supposed to be used to open several new
Early Head Start centers in Middle Tennessee to help at-risk children. A year and a half after the project was announced, our reporter Jennifer Kraus,
found found that half of the centers still haven't opened.

7/26/2016 10 PM News (1:57) MARTHA O'BRYAN CENTER - SCHOOL BOARD RACE INTEREST TIED TO CHARTER
SCHOOLS: The President and CEO of a major Nashville nonprofit organization was accused of encouraging her employees to support certain
candidates running for the Metro Nashville School Board. Why is the Martha O'Bryan Center and its CEO so interested in who is elected to the Metro
School Board? It all goes back to the question of charter schools in Metro. As it turns out, for the Martha O'Bryan Center, there is millions of dollars at
stake.

9/2/2016 Making the Grade (60 minutes)     MAKING THE GRADE: WTVF aired a one-hour, primetime documentary that focused on
serious questions about whether Nashville school leaders manipulated test scores and other data to paint a rosy picture of what was occurring inside the
school district. It was the culmination of a year-long investigation. Among those interviewed were numerous students and parents, school insiders, state
lawmakers, and state education officials. As a result of our investigation, state officials have imposed new restrictions to put an end to the questionable
practices that we uncovered.

DIVERSITY

DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
9/4/2016 Black Music Honors (2 hours)      BLACK MUSIC HONORS: This special was established to honor legendary artists who have
influenced and made significant contributions to African-American music. This special, taped at the Tennessee Performing Arts Center, was produced in
cooperation with the National Museum of African-American Music. This museum which will open in Nashville in 2018 is the first museum in the country
dedicated to the origins of African American music with the mission to inspire, engage and respect the preservation of African American music. 2016
honorees included Dionne Warwick, Shirley Caesar, Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis, Big Daddy Kane, Clarence Avant and Stax Records. Tributes were
also scheduled for Prince, Cab Calloway, Dizzy Gillespie, Sarah Vaughn, Etta James and Marvin Gaye. The special was hosted by Malcom-Jamal
Warner.

9/10/2016 Hispanic College Quiz 1,2 & 3: THE HISPANIC COLLEGE QUIZ: This series is designed to encourage an appreciation of
12-1:30 PM (60 minutes) Latino and Hispanic cultures in an entertaining game show format. The show is hosted by
Telemundo News Anchor Alfonso Gutierrez and is sponsored by the Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities. This 90-minute block was actually
comprised of three specials airing back to back to back. These episodes featured featured teams from St. Edward’s University, New Mexico State
University, Savannah State University, CUNY Bronx Community College, Mount Saint Mary’s University, Oklahoma Panhandle State University,Adams
State University, St. Phillips’s College and Texas A&M International University.



DIVERSITY (continued)

DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
9/17/2016 Hispanic College Quiz 4: THE HISPANIC COLLEGE QUIZ: The Hispanic College Quiz series is designed to encourage
12:30-1 PM (30 minutes) an appreciation of Latino and Hispanic cultures in an entertaining game show format. The
show is hosted by Telemundo News Anchor Alfonso Gutierrez and is sponsored by the Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities. This episode
featured teams from Adams State University, Mount Saint Mary’s University and New Mexico State University.



CBS TELEVISION NETWORK
PUBLIC AFFAIRS BROADCASTS

3RD QUARTER 2016
Page 1 of 22

FACE THE NATION

07/03/16 Guests: Representative Adam Schiff (D-CA), Ranking Member, House Permanent Select Committee on
Intelligence (1); Gerald Seib, The Wall Street Journal (2); Molly Ball, The Atlantic (2); Ed O’Keefe, The
Washington Post (2); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Senate Armed Services Committee (3); Senator
John McCain (R-AZ), Chairman, Senate Armed Services Committee (3); Peter S. Onuf, co-author, "Most
Blessed of the Patriarchs: Thomas Jefferson and the Empire of the Imagination”  (4); Annette Gordon Reed,
co-author, "Most Blessed of the Patriarchs: Thomas Jefferson and the Empire of the Imagination” (4); Jean
Edward Smith, author, “Bush” (4); Arthur Herman, author, “Douglas MacArthur: American Warrior” (4);
Douglas Brinkley, author, “Rightful Heritage: Franklin D. Roosevelt and the Land of America” (4)
1) Topics include: chance encounter on a tarmac between former President Bill Clinton and Attorney
General Loretta Lynch, whose office is investigating Hillary Clinton, presumptive Democratic presidential
nominee / potential security risks from Mrs. Clinton’s use of a private server in her home while she was
Secretary of State; recent terrorist attacks in Iraq, Bangladesh, and Turkey and their potential impact on
security in the United States / potential threat to Americans traveling abroad
2) Topics include: Mrs. Clinton’s recent interview with the FBI / chance encounter on a tarmac between
former President Clinton and Attorney General Lynch / impact of all of this on the Clinton campaign / voter
opinion on Clinton versus Trump with regards to the issue of trust; relationship between the Republican
establishment and Mr. Trump / Mr. Trump’s recent speech on trade and his attempts to appeal to supporters
of Senator Sanders / vice presidential speculation for Mr. Trump; vice presidential speculation for Mrs.
Clinton
3) Topics include: Senator Graham’s agreement with Attorney General Lynch in accepting whatever FBI
determination is made on Mrs. Clinton’s e-mail server; criticism of the U.S. withdrawal from Iraq and the
potential withdrawal from Afghanistan / troubling situation in Afghanistan; recent terrorist attack in Turkey
and that country’s reaction to the attack; Senator McCain’s opinion that neither presumptive presidential
nominee displays the necessary qualifications to deal with terrorism / Senator McCain’s commitment to
supporting the presumptive Republican nominee, even though many Republican advisers are against Mr.
Trump; Senator Graham’s opinion on how Mr. Trump and Mrs. Clinton would handle the situation in
Afghanistan and Syria
4) Fourth of July book panel: a discussion with authors Mr. Onuf, Ms. Gordon Reed, Mr. Smith, Mr.
Herman, and Mr. Brinkley on the subjects of their respective biographies: President Thomas Jefferson,
President George W. Bush, General Douglas MacArthur, and President Franklin D. Roosevelt



CBS TELEVISION NETWORK
PUBLIC AFFAIRS BROADCASTS
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

07/10/16 Guests: David Begnaud, CBS News Correspondent (1); Mayor Mike Rawlings, Dallas, TX (2); Jeh
Johnson, United States Secretary of Homeland Security (3); William Bratton, Police Commissioner, City of
New York Police Department (3); Cornell William Brooks, President, National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) (4); Representative Elijah Cummings (D-MD) (5); former
Mayor Rudy Giuliani, New York, NY (6); Jeff Pegues, CBS News Justice and Homeland Security
Correspondent (7); Wesley Lowery, The Washington Post (7); Sherrilyn Ifill, NAACP Legal Defense Fund
(7); Terrence Cunningham, International Association of Chiefs of Police (7)
1) A report from Baton Rouge, Louisiana on last night’s protests in that city and in St. Paul, Minnesota,
after the police shootings of two black men -- Alton Sterling outside a convenience store in Baton Rouge
and Philando Castile after a traffic stop in St. Paul
2) an update on the current situation in Dallas, after last week’s shooting rampage by Micah Johnson, who
killed five police officers and wounded seven others before he was killed by a robotic bomb
3) Topics include: revelation that Mr. Johnson wanted to kill white people, especially white police officers /
pressures facing police / total surprise aspect of the recent attack on police in Dallas / balance between
homeland security and the freedom of citizens
4) A call to action from Mr. Brooks, in response to President Obama’s assertion that race relations are not
as bad as they were in the sixties
5) Topics include: Representative Cumming’s advice to young African –American men / pain felt by the
African-American community when they are the victims of police and when police are the victims / current
situation in Baltimore, in light of the death of Freddie Gray last year / need for everyone -- from private
citizens to elected officials and leaders -- to be careful about rhetoric
6) Topics include: need to look differently at race in America / relationship between the police and the
African-American community / belief that the violence in the black community puts its members at risk
more than the police / opinion that the Black Lives Matter movement is “inherently racist” and has put a
target on the backs of police officers
7) Topics include: difficulties faced by police officers / reaction to Mr. Giuliani’s claim that the Black Lives
Matter movement is “inherently racist” and has put a target on the backs of police officers / last night’s
arrest in Baton Rouge of DeRay Mckesson, an activist with Black Lives Matter / recent events in Dallas /
need to interact with communities in order to properly address the tensions between police and African-
Americans / reform efforts in Dallas / importance of police being held responsible when they break the law /
request for the public not to rush to judgement with regards to the recent shooting deaths by police in Baton
Rouge and St. Paul
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

07/17/16 Guests: Paul Manafort, Trump Campaign Manager (1); Newt Gingrich, former Republican presidential
candidate, former Speaker of the House of Representatives (2); former Governor Haley Barbour (R-MS)
(3); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director (4); Ben Domenech, publisher, The Federalist (5);
Kim Strassel, The Wall Street Journal, author, “The Intimidation Game: How the Left Is Silencing Free
Speech” (5); Matt Schlapp, chairman, American Conservative Union (5); Police Chief Calvin Williams,
Cleveland, OH (6); Bob Schieffer, CBS News Political Contributor (7); Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street
Journal, CBS News Contributor (7); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (7)
1) Topics include: this week’s upcoming Republican National Convention (RNC) / selection of Indiana
Governor Mike Pence as Donald Trump’s running mate / proposed temporary ban on Muslim immigration /
Mr. Trump’s upcoming outreach tour to African-American and Hispanic areas / Mr. Trump’s most recent
criticism of Hillary Clinton
2) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s process for selecting a vice president / why Mr. Gingrich referred to Mr.
Trump as a “pirate” / Mr. Trump’s biggest weakness / Mr. Gingrich’s criticism of Mrs. Clinton and her
“unprecedented level of corruption” / support for Mr. Trump’s selection of Governor Pence for vice
president
3) Topics include: Governor Barbour’s opinion that the Republican Party is reconciled and that the “Stop
Trump” movement will not try any “shenanigans” at the RNC / what to expect at this week’s RNC / former
Republican presidential candidate and Ohio Governor John Kasich’s decision not to attend the RNC or
endorse Mr. Trump / Mr. Trump’s ability to raise money for his campaign and the Republican Party
4) CBS News Battleground Tracker: poll results indicating that the presidential race between Mr. Trump
and Mrs. Clinton is “dead even” as it heads into the RNC / how voters view each of the candidates / impact
of Mr. Trump’s selection of Governor Pence on voters
5) Topics include: selection of Indiana Governor Mike Pence as Mr. Trump’s running mate / state of the
Republican Party, with Mr. Trump as their presumptive nominee / appeal of Mr. Trump to voters / decision
by some Republicans to stay away from their convention
6) An interview with Chief Williams on security measures during this week’s Republican National
Convention
7) Topics include: breaking news that multiple police officers have been shot in Baton Rouge, Louisiana /
reaction from the candidates to the recent violence in Dallas and Nice, France / speculation as to how the
two candidates will respond to this morning’s shooting in Baton Rouge; message of this week’s Republican
National Convention
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

07/24/16 Guests: President Barack Obama (D), President of the United States (1); Ron Brownstein, Editorial
Director, Atlantic Media (2); Nancy Cordes, CBS News Congressional Correspondent (2); Ramesh
Ponnuru, National Review (2); Jamelle Bouie, Slate Magazine, CBS News Political Analyst (2)
1) Topics include: reaction to Donald Trump’s comments about terrorism during last week’s Republican
National Convention (RNC) / importance of not succumbing to fear or sacrificing American values in
combating terrorism / criticism of Mr. Trump and his surrogates’ proposals regarding Muslims / negative
changes to the ideals of the Republican Party / belief that the American people are safer now than before
September 11 / reasons behind his decision not to use the term “radical Islam” / Mr. Trump’s comments
about not upholding NATO – a “cornerstone of U.S. foreign policy since the end of World War II”;
growing up black in America; skills needed to be president of the United States / belief that “there’s never
been a candidate better prepared for the presidency than Hillary Clinton” / President Obama’s relationship
with Mrs. Clinton / political scandal surrounding Mrs. Clinton’s e-mail server; reflections on his own term
in office / best advice President Obama received from his predecessor, George W. Bush / his thoughts on
leaving office
2) Topics include: last week’s Republican National Convention / “lock her up” chants against Mrs. Clinton
at the RNC / “ethno-nationalist movement” that is the Trump campaign / Mr. Trump’s acceptance speech /
lack of Republican unity; Mr. Clinton’s selection of Virginia Senator Tim Kaine as her running mate

07/31/16 Guests: Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT) (1); Paul Manafort, Trump Campaign Manager (2); Reince Priebus,
Chairman, Republican National Committee (RNC) (3); Dr. Anthony Fauci, Director, National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) (4); David Axelrod, Democratic Strategist, CNN Senior Political
Commentator (5); Dana Milbank, The Washington Post (6); Amy Walter, The Cook Political Report (6);
Reihan Salam, National Review, National Review Institute (6); John Heilemann, Bloomberg Politics (6)
1) Topics include: Senator Sanders’ advice to his supporters regarding the upcoming presidential election /
“Bernie or Bust” supporters who booed speakers during the Democratic National Convention (DNC) /
support for Secretary Clinton’s campaign / Senator Sanders’ “stoic look” during the DNC / his role in the
Clinton campaign and the United States Senate
2) Topics include: controversy surrounding Donald Trump’s comments regarding Khizr Khan, who spoke at
the Democratic National Convention about the death of his son in the Iraq War and the candidacy of Mr.
Trump / Mr. Trump’s proposed ban on Muslim immigration / questions surrounding the scheduling of and
Mr. Trump’s participation in the upcoming presidential debates / Mr. Trump’s thoughts on the security
threat posed by Russia
3) Topics include: questions surrounding the scheduling of and Mr. Trump’s participation in the upcoming
presidential debates; Mr. Trump’s refusal to meet with conservative donors Charles and David Koch / Mr.
Trump’s criticism of politicians who receive money from special interests as being “puppets”, such as
Hillary Clinton
4) An interview with Dr. Fauci to discuss the Zika virus and an update on the news that newly discovered
cases of the virus were caused by mosquitoes in Florida
5) An interview with Mr. Axelrod on the events of the Republican and Democratic National Conventions,
as well as the campaigns of Mr. Trump and Mrs. Clinton
6) Topics include: the events of the Republican and Democratic National Conventions / Clinton campaign /
Trump campaign / questions surrounding the scheduling of and Mr. Trump’s participation in the upcoming
presidential debates
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60 MINUTES

07/03/16 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “A Night at the Movies”

07/10/16 “The Gaskos” – a report on the capture of the FBI’s most wanted man, Boston mobster James “Whitey”
Bulger, and his girlfriend, Catherine Greig. For over 14 years the couple avoided an international manhunt
by living a quiet, secluded life in Santa Monica, California posing as “Charley and Carol Gasko”. Federal
law enforcement trackers explain how a breast augmentation by Greig and the couple’s shared love for
animals led to their arrest. Includes interviews with Josh Bond, manager of the Princess Eugenia
Apartments; Janus Goodwin and Barbara Gluck, tenants of the Princess Eugenia Apartments; Scott
Garriola, Rich Teahan, Tommy MacDonald and Phil Torsney (Ret.), FBI Special Agents; and Neil Sullivan,
Deputy U.S. Marshall.  (See also: "The Winter Hill Gang", OAD: 05/10/98; “The FBI & The Mob”, OAD:
04/08/01; “Brutal”, OAD: 03/12/06; and “The Executioner”, OAD: 01/06/08) (C: Steve Kroft – P: Tanya
Simon) (OAD: 11/24/13 - includes an update)
“The Execution of Joseph Wood” – a report on the longest execution in U.S. history. The lethal injection
Arizona executioners used on murderer Joseph Wood consisted of an experimental drug combination which
took nearly two hours to kill him. Pharmaceutical companies have banned the use of their drugs for capital
punishment, partly under pressure from death-penalty opponents, forcing states to turn to new, untried and
illegally imported drugs. Includes interviews with: Mark Brnovich, Arizona Attorney General; Alex
Kozinski, federal judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit; Richard and Jeannie Brown,
family of Eugene Dietz and daughter Debra (two people Joseph Wood killed); and witnesses to Joseph
Wood’s execution: Deacon Ed Schaeffer; Dale Baich, Wood’s attorney; and Michael Kiefer, reporter for
The Arizona Republic. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Ira Rosen, Habiba Nosheen) (OAD: 11/29/15)
“Danny Clinch” – an interview / profile of photographer Danny Clinch. Clinch has captured music artists
from Bruce Springsteen to The Preservation Hall Jazz Band. Clinch is the official portrait photographer at
the Grammys, and has branched out into making commercials and music videos. Also includes comments
by: Bruce Springsteen, singer, and his wife, Patti Scialfa; and Trey Anastasio, singer for Phish. (C:
Anderson Cooper – P: David Browning, Michelle St. John) (OAD: 02/14/16)

07/17/16 “The Republican Ticket” – an interview with presumptive Republican presidential nominee Donald
Trump and his vice presidential running mate Indiana Governor Mike Pence, recorded on Saturday, July 16
in New York City. In their first joint interview, the Republicans discuss: the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO); the attempted military coup in Turkey; the terrorist attack in Nice, France; ISIS
(ISIL) and terrorism; the Iraq War; how to unify Republicans; negative campaigning; religion; immigration;
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and free trade; waterboarding; their personal chemistry;
and the Republican National Convention, which begins tomorrow in Cleveland, Ohio. (C: Lesley Stahl – P:
Ruth Streeter, Richard Bonin)
“Bastille Day Attack” – a report from Nice, France about the terrorist attack that occurred on the French
national holiday, Bastille Day, July 14. Mohamed Lahouaiej Bouhlel, a Tunisian-born, French resident,
drove a large truck while firing a gun straight into a crowd of thousands celebrating the French
Independence Day. He left at least 84 dead and 200 injured. Investigators are working to determine if he
was inspired by ISIS (ISIL) to carry out the attack. Includes interviews with: eyewitnesses of the attack:
Silvia Jordan and her daughter Aliyah Jordan; Cecile Coine (through translator); and Christian Estrosi,
former Mayor of Nice, and the current President of the Regional Council of Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur
(through translator). (C: Seth Doane – P: Nicole Young, Katie Kerbstat)
“Mountain Lions of L.A.” - a report on mountain lions, also referred to as pumas or cougars, reigning over
the hills of Los Angeles, California. The National Park Service has been studying this for 13 years by
tracking some mountain lions to see how they survive in an area filled with people and freeways. Includes
interviews with: residents of L.A. who have had a mountain lion encounter; Jason and wife, Paula
Archinaco, Nancy Vandermey and Eric Barkalow; National Park Service biologists: Jeff Sikich and Seth
Riley; Johanna Turner, sound effects editor for Universal Studios; and Bob Wayne, evolutionary biologist
at UCLA. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: David Browning) (OAD: 01/17/16)
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60 MINUTES (continued)

07/24/16 “The Democratic Ticket” – the first joint interview with presumptive Democratic presidential nominee
Hillary Clinton and her vice-presidential choice, Virginia Senator Tim Kaine. They discuss: fixing the
economy; fighting ISIS (ISIL) and terrorism; working with a Republican-led House of Representatives; the
Virginia Tech shooting and handling mental illness; gun control; dealing with Donald Trump’s rhetoric;
Clinton’s responsibility for the Benghazi attacks and her email controversy; how Clinton can win the trust
of Americans; taxes; and their shared vision of the future on the eve of the Democratic National Convention
(DNC) in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Ruth Streeter, Henry Schuster) DOUBLE
LENGTH SEGMENT
“Make-A-Wish” – a report on a local chapter of the “Make-A-Wish” Foundation, a non-profit organization
established to grant wishes to children around the world who are living with life-threatening illnesses. The
volunteers at the local chapter in northeast Arkansas collect as many donations as possible one day a year to
fund the wishes. Kaden Erickson was battling leukemia and had his wish of visiting Australia with his
family granted, but died a month ago. Gavin Grubbs suffers from debilitating muscular dystrophy and had
his wish granted five years ago to attend the Daytona 500 and meet race car driver Joey Logano, and the
two are still close. Includes interviews with: Christie Matthews and Danna Johnson, “Make-A-Wish”
volunteers; Kendra Street, “Make-A-Wish” volunteer, former recipient, and a teacher at Marmaduke
Elementary School; Kaden Erickson (now deceased) and Gavin Grubbs, “Make-A-Wish” recipients from
Arkansas chapter; Joey Logano, NASCAR driver; and Jeanne Erickson, Kaden’s mother. (C: Bill Whitaker
– P: Robert G. Anderson, Magalie Laguerre-Wilkinson, Aaron Weisz) (OAD: 10/18/15; 1st rebroadcast:
01/24/16 on 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Making a Difference”; 2nd rebroadcast: 03/27/16)

07/31/16 “Life After Death Row” – a report about three unjustly convicted people in the American justice system:
Ray Hinton, Ken Ireland and Julie Baumer, who spent years in prison, then were exonerated, and now they
are adjusting to freedom. Most states offer no immediate assistance to the recently exonerated, and twenty
states offer no compensation at all. Includes interviews with: people convicted and then exonerated:  Ray
Hinton, Ken Ireland, and Julie Baumer; and Bryan Stevenson, attorney.  (C: Scott Pelley – P: Henry
Schuster) (OAD: 01/10/16)
“Top of the World” – a report on how researchers are trying to get to the bottom of climate change and sea
level rise by studying the Petermann Glacier, one of the largest glaciers in Greenland. Includes interviews
with: Malik Jensen, native Greenlander and pilot; Alan Mix, native Greenlander and expedition leader;
Keith Nicholls, oceanographer for the British Antarctic Survey; Shaun Marcott, geologist; Larry Mayer,
geologist; Anne Jennings, research scientist for the Institute of Arctic and Alpine Research; and Peter
Demenocal, paleoclimatologist at Columbia University. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi – P: Daniel Ruetenik) (OAD:
01/31/16)
“The Children’s Village” – a report about how an American woman, India Howell, and her Tanzanian
business partner, Peter Leon Mmassy, have become the legal guardians of almost 100 orphaned Tanzanian
children. Together, they created Rift Valley Children’s Village (RVCV), where the children have free
healthcare, an education, and a home with two loving parents. Includes interviews with: India Howell,
founder and executive director at RVCV; Peter Leon Mmassy, managing director at RVCV; and children of
RVCV only identified by first name: Doctor and Riziki. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Magalie Laguerre-
Wilkinson, Harry A. Radliffe II) (OAD: 05/01/16)
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48 HOURS

07/02/16 48 HOURS: “Power and Passion” (9:00-10:00p) - a report on the investigation into the death of Alabama
real estate agent Angel Downs, who was found dead from a gunshot wound to the head, by her own weapon,
outside her Gulf Shores, Alabama condo in 2010. At the time of her death, she was involved with Stephen
Nodine, a well-liked Alabama politician with connections in Washington D.C.  Though married and the
father of a young son, Nodine dated Downs for six years. Friends and family say Angel wanted him to get a
divorce, but he refused to give up his double life. On the night of her death, Nodine says he dropped Downs
off, and then left to go back to his wife. Within two weeks, Stephen Nodine was indicted for murder and
arrested. The timing raised eyebrows, because District Attorney Judy Newcomb was up for re-election,
something which Nodine’s attorney says was an opportunity to have some high-profile prosecution
immediately before the election. Nodine’s problems multiplied: he was charged with a violation of the
seldom-used federal statute which prohibits drug users from using guns.  Much of the evidence in the case
was circumstantial, including alleged stalking and beatings, and a previous suicide attempt by Downs. Even
the state’s own Medical Examiner Eugene Hart could not settle on the circumstances of death. He called it
inconclusive. The Georgia State Medical Examiner was called in; he deemed Downs’ death a homicide.
Jurors deliberated and a mistrial was declared. Stephen Nodine was a free man for four months; he agreed
to plead guilty to the federal gun charge -- possessing a gun while using drugs. After convening a new grand
jury, the new District Attorney Hallie Dixon, made the decision that Nodine not be charged again with
murder. The family then went over Dixon’s head and demanded a Special Prosecutor.  Nodine was to be
retried for murder. Surprisingly, there was a plea deal and an admission -- the prosecutors did not have
proof beyond a reasonable doubt in the case. The state of Alabama dropped the murder and stalking
charges. Nodine pled guilty to perjury for lying on a legal form. He also agreed to plead no contest to a
charge that he harassed Angel Downs with e-mails and text messages. Epilogue for the 07/02/16
rebroadcast: Nodine’s wife divorced him. He violated the terms of his probation and ended up back in jail.
Now, out of jail, and unable to find a job, he has decided to move to Florida. Original On-Screen Text
Graphic: Stephen Nodine is prohibited from having any contact with the family of Angel Downs. After
serving his two-year sentence, Nodine will be on supervised probation for three years. He says he has no
plan to seek public office. Updated 04/12/14 On Screen Text Graphic: Stephen Nodine’s wife divorced him
in 2010. Nodine lost his work release privileges because he didn’t follow the rules of the program. Nodine’s
two-year jail term will end in October 2014. He’ll be on supervised probation for three years. On-screen
text graphic for the 07/02/16 rebroadcast: Nodine is on supervised probation until October 2017.
Interviewed: Stephen Nodine; Angel Downs’ younger sister, Susan Bloodworth, and her mother, Thelma
Hinckley; retired Sheriff of Mobile County, Jack Tillman; Angel Downs’ best friends Emily Simmons and
Kayla King Donald; neighbor Roger Whitehead; neighbor/nurse Ann Myers; Nodine’s attorney Denis
Knizley; former District Attorney Judy Newcomb; newly-elected District Attorney Hallie Dixon; and
Special Prosecutor David Whetstone. (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Allen Alter, Avi Cohen) (OAD:
04/13/13; 1st Rebroadcast: 04/12/14)
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48 HOURS (continued)

07/02/16 48 HOURS PRESENTS: “The Bugs Bunny Defense” (10:00-11:00p) – a report on the 2007 death of
Patrick Duffey and the incredible story his wife, Linda told police about what actually happened: she and
her husband had reenacted a moment from a Bugs Bunny cartoon and she accidentally shot and killed her
husband with a gun.  Police questioned whether what happened in the suburban Whittier, California home
was a freak accident, or an intentional murder. The investigation dragged on for five years, and the case
grew cold. Lindy Duffey remarried and was now living with her husband Larry Gwozdz, a well-known jazz
musician in Mississippi. In 2012, with a new prosecutor urging them on, police arrested and charged Linda
Duffey Gwozdz with murder. At the trial, her team used the Bugs Bunny defense and the case ended with a
deadlocked jury. One year later, for her second trial, prosecutors did not rely on the interrogation videos in
which Linda spoke about the cartoon defense. Instead they claimed that it was a pre-meditated, deliberate
murder. In order to bring up the cartoon defense, Linda Duffey Gwozdz would have to testify herself. She
declined to do so. She was found guilty of murder. Interviewed: Shaun McCarthy and Shannon Laren (Los
Angeles County detectives); Julie Prendergast (Linda Duffey’s former friend); Katherine Hunt (Patrick
Duffey’s sister); Tracy Peck (Los Angeles Country firearms expert); Paul Delhauer (blood evidence expert);
Robert Villa (Deputy District Attorney); Brandi Jones, Andrew Dixon, Danielle Wong, Patricia Enriquez
(jurors from first and second trials). (C: Richard Schlesinger – P: Josh Yager, Dena Goldstein) (OAD:
10/31/15 as 48 HOURS: “The Bugs Bunny Defense”)

07/09/16 48 HOURS SPECIAL: “Bringing a Nation Together” - a report on the aftermath of the deadly police
shootings in Dallas, Texas, where five police officers were shot and killed and seven others wounded by a
sniper during a protest Thursday night (July 7) against recent deadly police shootings of black men in
Louisiana and Minnesota. Coverage includes: (1) As the city of Dallas tries to move forward, there was
another suspected threat against the police. Interviewed are: Dallas Mayor Mike Rawlings; Dallas Deputy
Chief of Police Malik Aziz; Dallas pastors and police chaplains David Thibodeaux and Karen Hollie-
Thibodeaus. Included a discussion about race. (C: Maureen Maher); (2) Timeline of events in which two
black men were shot dead by police - which incited protests around the country, and in Dallas, culminating
in the deaths and wounding of the police. (C: Peter Van Sant); (3) Details about sniper Micah Johnson, and
his downward spiral after leaving the military. Included interviews with Greg Abbott, Ron Hosko (former
FBI assistant director for criminal investigations) (C: Jeff Pegues); (4) Details about the police officers who
died: Brent Thompson, Lorne Ahrens, Michael Smith, Michael Kroll, Patrick Zamarripa. Included
interviews with:  William Ahrens (father); Caroline Smith (daughter); Rick Zamarripa (father). (C: Maurice
DuBois); (5) Social media today means that anyone can be a reporter of history - Diamond Reynolds video
on Facebook Live, has changed the world - but there are limitations - sometimes it only shows one side of
the issue. Interviewed: Lance Ulanoff, Mashable.com, chief correspondent. (C: Erin Moriarty); (6) There is
a deep divide between law enforcement and people of color and we have come to know the names: Trayvon
Martin, Michael Brown, and now Alton Sterling and Philando Castile. Interviewed:  Terrie Williams
(author); Tim Wise (anti-racism educator); Michael Eric Dyson (Georgetown University professor). (C:
Michelle Miller); (7) Healing has begun in Baton Rouge. The governor of Louisiana called for a federal
investigation into the death of Alton Sterling on Tuesday and a calm atmosphere has prevailed so far.
Interviewed: Nicole Lee (Baton Rouge mother); Quinyetta McMillon (mother of Alton Sterling’s oldest
child) (C: David Begnaud); (8) There is grief in Minnesota, as a community remembers another black man
shot dead by police: Philando Castile, a beloved man who worked in the school system and knew almost all
the students by name. Interviewed - students and parents: Megan O’Keeffe and son Harry Leitner; Marla
Smith and son A.J.; Cecilia Fossett (C: Anna Werner); (9) How celebrities are trying to bring about change
and awareness. Interviewed: Russell Simmons. (C: Don Dahler); (10) In the wake of the violence, major
cities are beefing up police departments against violence. In the Overton section of Miami, residents distrust
police and police are trying to bring about change. Interviewed: Malcolm Moyse (resident); Lt. Joshua de la
Milera (who grew up in Overton); Miami Police chief Rodolfo Llanes. (C: Mark Straussman); (11) In 1963,
a bitter man with a rifle changed history, and today, a troubled soldier has changed it again, only this time
over a legacy of racial hatred. (Anchor: Maurice DuBois (WCBS-TV, New York, NY). Please note that
there were no on-screen producer credits during the opening and closing of this program.)
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48 HOURS (continued)

07/16/16 48 HOURS: “Death at Soho House” (9:00–10:00p) - a report into the death of swimsuit designer Sylvie
Cachay and her ties to the son of an Oscar-winning songwriter. Sylvie Cachay was a rising swimsuit
designer, working with top companies like Victoria’s Secret, before launching her own line of swimwear. In
2010, she was found dead and partially clothed in an overflowing tub at the Soho House in New York City.
Police learned Cachay had checked into the hotel with her boyfriend, Nicholas Brooks, the son of troubled
Academy Award-winning songwriter Joseph Brooks. Although there was an empty bottle of prescription
pills nearby, the on-scene medical examiner found marks on Sylvie’s neck that suggested strangulation and
the investigation quickly turned to Brooks. He was arrested. At trial, Brooks was found guilty of second
degree murder.  Through interviews with Cachay’s family and friends, a picture of a successful woman with
everything to live for is revealed, but one who was also having second thoughts about her much younger
boyfriend. Nicholas Brooks’ sister, Amanda Brooks, discusses their childhood, how their family was torn
apart by divorce and how their father’s famous name and his own troubled life brought nothing but
notoriety to the case. On-screen text graphic: Nick Brooks is appealing his conviction arguing the jury
should have heard his “rough sex” allegation. District Attorney Vance’s domestic violence initiative will be
fully operational this spring and he expects to help thousands of women each year. On-screen text graphic
for the 07/12/14 rebroadcast: On-screen text graphic: Nick Brooks is appealing his conviction arguing the
jury should have heard his “rough sex” allegation. District Attorney Vance’s domestic violence center
opened in March 2014. His office says the center has already helped more than seven hundred women. On-
screen text graphic for the 07/16/16 rebroadcast: Nick Brooks is appealing his conviction. District
Attorney Vance’s Domestic Violence Center has helped more than 20,000 people since it opened in 2014.
Interviewed: publicist Lesa McHale; photographer and Sylvie’s former fiancé Ben Baker; parents Dr.
Antonio and Sylvia Cachay; brother Patrick Cachay; cousin Francoise Jakobsson; designer Alicia Bell;
trainer Cheri Fogelman; Cachay family attorney Susan Karten; former NYPD detectives Robert Moller and
Tommy Jones; former Soho House night manager Bryan Alvarez; Soho House employee Kristen Stephens;
Amanda Brooks; Nicholas Brooks’ attorney Jeffrey Hoffman; Brooks’ family friend Lynn Barrie; Loretta
Spruell, victim of Joseph Brooks; Manhattan District Attorney Cy Vance; and 48 HOURS
consultant/journalist Murray Weiss. (C: Troy Roberts – P: Patti Aronofsky, Elena DiFiore) (OAD:
02/01/14; 1st Rebroadcast: 07/12/14)
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48 HOURS (continued)

07/16/16 48 HOURS: “Dear Savanna” (10:00-11:00p) - a report on how Dorothy Lee Barnett (“Lee Barnett”)
eluded the FBI for over two decades after fleeing the United States with her daughter Savanna, after losing
custody of the child. Their 1994 disappearance launched an international search for Barnett and Savanna
that did not end until she was arrested in Australia. Lee Barnett was in the midst of a bitter divorce with
then-husband Harris Todd. Barnett had married him even though he said he did not want children. Problems
began after she became pregnant. They went to counseling, and during this period a doctor diagnosed her as
having hyperthymic temperament, a form of bipolar disorder. After Savanna was born, she filed for divorce.
Harris counter-sued. The judge sided with Todd. Barnett then started to make plans to leave with 11-month-
old Savanna. She obtained fake documents (birth certificates and passports) and disappeared. An FBI
manhunt ensued. She was vilified in the press. In 1999, Harris Todd told 48 HOURS that she was mentally
ill. Barnett countered with her side of the story: she cut off all contact with her family and headed to
Europe, then Malaysia, Singapore, South Africa, Botswana and Australia. Along the way, she met and
married Alex Geldenhuys, and had another child, Reece. Unbeknownst to Savanna, she became Samantha
Geldenhuys. While they were on the run, Barnett also kept a secret diary for her daughter, planning one day
to tell her the story of her life. In 2011, the FBI got a tip that Barnett was living in Australia. Samantha
learned about her past from the agents.  In 2013, Barnett was extradited to the United States. Samantha has
read all the transcripts and the diaries and has a new understanding of her mother. Barnett pled guilty to all
charges and spent 21 months in prison. Samantha eventually met her father and described it as a surreal
experience. She remains open to a relationship, but stands behind her mother. On-screen text graphic:
Samantha graduate’s college in Australia next year. Reece is attending Auburn University in Alabama. Lee
is living with friend in Charleston. On-screen text graphic for the 07/16/16 rebroadcast: Samantha is
studying nursing and criminology in Australia. Reece is attending Auburn University in Alabama. Lee is
living with friends in Charleston. Interviewed: Lee Barnett; Samantha Geldenhuys (Savanna); Reece
Geldenhuys (son); Susie Poag, Bruce Michell, Patty Roth, Gordon King, Ken Gizzard (Lee’s friends); Cliff
Barnett (brother); Chris Quick (FBI agent); Nathan Williams (assistant U.S. Attorney); Harris Todd (1999
interview). (C: Maureen Maher - P: Liza Finley, Ryan N. Smith, Doug Longhini) (OAD: 12/05/15)

07/23/16 48 HOURS: “Vengeance in Vegas” – an investigation into the 2012 murder of Shauna Tiaffay, a Las
Vegas casino cocktail waitress who was brutally beaten to death in her townhouse, while her husband
George Tiaffay, a West Point military graduate and firefighter, worked an all-night shift at the firehouse.
Investigation revealed that the Tiaffay marriage had begun to crumble; they had separated, but shared
custody of their daughter. Police focused on the husband, but George had a solid alibi. Police also
discovered an earlier robbery and a strange clue the robber left behind. Forty-eight hours into the
investigation, detectives received a crucial tip from a local resident, William Pennix (aka “Big Will”) – a
friend had told him that he had just killed a woman. The tip led investigators to a homeless man named
“Greyhound” (Noel Stevens) who lived in the desert away from the Las Vegas strip. Police believed that
George Tiaffay had befriended Stevens, and manipulated his friend with the promise of cash if he would kill
his wife. They also matched the murder weapon with merchandise that the two men are seen shopping for,
on video footage acquired by the police. Stevens and Tiaffay were arrested. Stevens pleaded guilty in 2013
to Shauna’s murder. In a pre-trial deal, he agreed to testify against George Tiaffay once prosecutors
promised not to seek the death penalty against him. George Tiaffay was found guilty. On-screen text
graphic: Shauna's family is raising awareness for domestic violence through their group Justice4Shauna.
Noel Stevens will be sentenced in November for Shauna's murder. He faces a maximum of life in prison
without the possibility of parole. On-screen text graphic for the 07/23/16 rebroadcast: Noel Stevens was
sentenced to 42 years to life in prison. Shauna’s family founded Justice4Shauna, a group raising awareness
of domestic violence. Interviewed: William Pennix (informant); Paula Stokes-Richards (Shauna’s sister);
Randee Emmett, Siana Nikolav (Shauna’s friends); Bernadette Tiaffay and Maria McGrew (George’s
sisters); Roc Ryder (George’s West Point friend); Dan Long and Terri Miller (Las Vegas Metropolitan
Police Department investigators); Detective Sam Smith; Marc DiGiacomo (prosecutor); Robert Langfore
(Tiaffay’s defense attorney); Pam Weckerly (Assistant Clark County DA) (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Allen
Alter, Alec Sirken, Chris Young Ritzen, Cindy Cesare, Chris O’Connell) (OAD: 10/17/15)
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48 HOURS (continued)

07/30/16 48 HOURS: “Kiss of Death and the Google Exec” (9:00 – 10:00p) - an updated rebroadcast about the
investigation into the 2013 drug-related death of Google executive Forrest Hayes and an investigation of
Alix Tichelman, the woman charged with killing him, whose ex-boyfriend also died of a lethal overdose.
Hayes, a successful, wealthy, married Santa Cruz, California technology genius was found dead from a
heroin overdose aboard his 46-foot yacht. The yacht had been outfitted with a sophisticated security system,
which eventually led investigators to Alix Tichelman, a young woman with whom he had a secret liaison
aboard the yacht. Hayes and Tichelman met on an online dating service known for connecting wealthy men
with women looking to be spoiled. The video footage recorded Tichelman injecting Hayes, cleaning up the
scene and stepping over him to leave. At issue is whether Tichelman knew Hayes was in distress when she
left, as police maintain, or if his death was accidental, as public defenders representing Tichelman claim.
Tichelman led a troubled life which included eating disorders, drugs, and specialized schools. Investigators
learned that just months before Hayes’ death, Tichelman’s then-boyfriend, Dean Riopelle, an Atlanta night
club owner, also died from a heroin overdose. After an elaborate sting, Tichelman was arrested for the death
of Forrest Hayes. Riopelle’s death, originally classified as accidental, is being given a second look by
Georgia authorities. UPDATE: On May 19, 2015, after nearly a year in jail, and now clean and sober,
Tichelman pleads guilty to involuntary manslaughter as well as lesser charges and is sentenced to six years
in the local jail, but with credit served, she will likely serve just over two years. Then, a bombshell from the
prosecution: the Hayes family told them they never wanted Alix Tichelman charged and would have been
happy if the case had been dismissed. They never wanted the video from the yacht from the incident and the
previous six months to be made public, as the public defenders has been requesting for months. On-screen
text graphic for the 05/26/15 updated rebroadcast: Alix Tichelman is expected to be released July 1, 2017.
She will be 29 years old. On-screen text graphic: Alix Tichelman pleaded not guilty to manslaughter in the
death of Forrest Hayes, and pleaded not guilty to prostitution and drug charges. Tichelman’s next court
appearance is on February 23, 2015. If convicted of manslaughter, Tichelman could face a maximum of
fifteen years in prison. On-screen text graphic for the 07/30/16 rebroadcast: Alix Tichelman is
scheduled to be released from jail in June, 2017. She will be twenty-nine years old. The Dean Riopelle case
is still open and under investigation. Interviewed: Stephen Baxter (Santa Cruz Sentinel/48 HOURS
Consultant); Michael Daly (Daily Beast investigative reporter/48 HOURS Consultant); Steve Clark (Santa
Cruz Deputy Police Chief); Brandon Wade (“Seeking Arrangement” dating website owner); Chad Cornell
(Tichelman’s boyfriend); Ashley Kent (dorm mate at the Hyde School); Khristina Brocker (Dean Riopelle’s
former assistant); Jerry Christense and Larry Biggam (Tichelman’s public defenders); Alex (no last
name/schoolmate); Todd (no last name/friend of Riopelle’s)  (See also: 60 MINUTES “The Hyde
Solution”, OAD: 10/29/89)  (C: Maureen Maher - P: Allen Alter, Patti Aronofsky, Elena DiFiore;
Producers for the 05/26/15 and 07/30/16 rebroadcasts: Allen Alter, Patti Aronofsky, Alec Sirken, Elena
DiFiore) (OAD: 01/24/15; 1st Rebroadcast: 05/26/15)
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48 HOURS (continued)

07/30/16 48 HOURS: “The Hunter” (10:00 – 11:00p) - a report on the 2012 disappearance of Kelli Bordeaux, a
young army combat medic who went missing in Fort Bragg, North Carolina, and one local bounty hunter’s
own efforts to find her -- his first case after he receiving his private investigator’s license. Bordeaux had
gone to a local bar and never returned home. A massive search was conducted, but no clues turned up.
Police had several suspects, including Mike Bordeaux, her estranged husband; Justin Thompson, a man she
was dating; and Nicholas Holbert, a man who was last seen with her the night she went missing. Without
telling the police, bounty hunter David Marshburn (now a 48 HOURS consultant), launched his own
investigation. Alibis for Bordeaux and Thompson were airtight, so Marshburn befriended Holbert, putting
him at ease and sometimes paying him to open up with information. Finally, Marshburn told police what he
was up to and they told him to continue with his investigation. Holbert confessed to Marshburn, that
Bordeaux had learned that Holbert was a sex offender, which offered a motive. In 2014, Marshburn decided
time was up and convinced Holbert to lead him to Kelly Bordeaux’s body. The footage shown from the
subsequent arrest video is the first broadcast of a confession captured by a police officer’s bodycam. On-
screen text graphic: Under his plea deal, Nicholas Holbert waived all rights to an appeal. Nicholas Holbert
will receive psychiatric counseling and substance abuse treatment in prison. David Marshburn is
investigating a new missing person’s case. On-screen text graphic for the 07/30/16 rebroadcast: Under
his plea deal, Nicholas Holbert waived all rights to an appeal. David Marshburn still works as a bounty
hunter, but has taken on a new missing person’s case. Interviewed: David Marshburn (private detective/48
HOURS Consultant); Johnna Henson (Bordeaux’s mother); Olivia Cox and Matt Henson (Bordeaux’s sister
and brother); Justin Thompson (boyfriend); Jeff Locklear (Fayetteville, North Carolina detective); Billy
West (District Attorney). (C: Troy Roberts - P: Marc B. Goldbaum, Paul LaRosa, Jonathan Leach) (OAD:
10/24/15)

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCAST

07/03/16 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “A Night at The Movies”
“The New Force Behind Star Wars” – an interview / profile of J.J. Abrams, director and co-writer with
Lawrence Kasdan of the latest Star Wars installment, “Star Wars: The Force Awakens”. This is the first Star
Wars movie made without creator George Lucas, who sold the empire to The Walt Disney Company three
years ago. Abrams managed a cast and crew of almost a thousand, set limits on computer-generated
imagery, and crafted most of the creatures, like the droid BB-8, by hand. Also includes interviews with:
Kelly McGrath, Abram’s wife; and Steven Spielberg, director. (See also: "George Lucas", OAD: 03/28/99;
and “The Last Star Wars”, OAD: 03/13/05) (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Marc Lieberman) (OAD: 12/13/15 on 60
MINUTES - includes an update)
“Michael Caine” – an interview / profile of British actor Michael Caine, who stars as the leading man in
the new film, “Youth” at the age of 82. Born Maurice Micklewhite, Caine is renowned for his working class
cockney accent, and has appeared in over 100 films, winning two Oscars. In 2000, Caine received a
knighthood from Britain’s Queen Elizabeth II. Also includes comments from Christopher Nolan, director.
(See also: “Maurice Micklewhite”, OAD: 11/09/86; and “Sir Maurice Micklewhite”, OAD; 01/22/03 on 60
MINUTES II) (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Ruth Streeter, Kaylee Tully) (OAD: 12/20/15 on 60 MINUTES)
“And The Nominees Are…” – a report on the movie “Steve Jobs” and the collaborative effort by: British
director Danny Boyle; screenwriter Aaron Sorkin; and actors Kate Winslet and Michael Fassbender to make
a film about Apple founder Steve Jobs. Winslet and Fassbender each earned an Oscar nomination for their
demanding roles filled with heavy dialogue. Includes interviews with: Danny Boyle, director; Kate Winslet,
actress; and Michael Fassbender, actor. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Michael Karzis) (OAD: 02/21/16 on 60
MINUTES)
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CAMPAIGN 2016: REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION

07/18/16 CBS NEWS: CAMPAIGN 2016: REPUBLICAN CONVENTION - live coverage of the 10:00 - 11:00p
hour of the first day of the Republican National Convention. Origination: Quicken Loans Arena, Cleveland,
Ohio. Includes: (1) excerpt of a recorded interview with Senator Mike Lee (R-UT); (2) an address to the
delegates by former New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani (joined in progress and interrupted in progress); (3) an
address to the delegates by Melania Trump, wife of presumptive Republican presidential nominee Donald
Trump; and (4) an interview with New Jersey Governor Chris Christie. Also includes an excerpt of an
interview by Charlie Rose with presumptive Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton, recorded
earlier today in Cincinnati, Ohio. Correspondents: Scott Pelley, Norah O’Donnell, Charlie Rose, Gayle
King, John Dickerson, Major Garrett.  Consultants: Peggy Noonan (The Wall Street Journal); Jamelle
Bouie (Slate Magazine); Mark Leibovich (The New York Times Magazine). Contributor: Bob Schieffer.

07/19/16 CBS NEWS: CAMPAIGN 2016: REPUBLICAN CONVENTION - live coverage of the 10:00 - 11:00p
hour of the second day of the Republican National Convention. Origination: Quicken Loans Arena,
Cleveland, Ohio. In addition to ongoing commentary by CBS News Correspondents, coverage includes: (1)
Donald Trump Jr. addresses the Convention; (2) interview (by Major Garrett) with New Jersey Governor
Chris Christie; (3) interview (by Gayle King) with Omarosa Manigault, Director, African-American
Outreach for Trump Campaign; (4) recorded excerpt of Presidential nominee Donald Trump addressing the
Convention earlier this evening via video link; (5) Dr. Ben Carson, former Republican presidential
candidate, addresses the Convention (joined in progress); (6) interview (by Gayle King) with Michael
Moberley, a Florida delegate; (7) Jeff Pegues - outside the Arena in Public Square - discusses the protests
that have happened thus far, and the police response to them; and (8) commentary by CBS News
Contributor Bob Schieffer. Correspondents: Scott Pelley, Norah O’Donnell (co-anchors); Charlie Rose,
Gayle King, John Dickerson, Major Garrett, Jeff Pegues. CBS News Contributor: Bob Schieffer.

07/20/16 CBS NEWS: CAMPAIGN 2016: REPUBLICAN CONVENTION - live coverage of the 10:00 - 11:00p
hour of the third day of the Republican National Convention. Origination: Quicken Loans Arena, Cleveland,
Ohio. In addition to ongoing commentary by CBS News Correspondents, coverage includes: (1) Eric
Trump, son of Donald Trump, addresses the Convention; (2) interview (by Gayle King) with Indiana
delegates Rudy Yakym and Melissa Proffitt, about Indiana Governor Mike Pence, the Vice Presidential
nominee; (3) interview (by Major Garrett) with Kendal Jessup, a Texas delegate, about Senator Ted Cruz’
refusal this evening to explicitly endorse Donald Trump as the Party’s nominee; (4) Newt Gingrich, former
Speaker of the House, addresses the Convention (joined in progress and interrupted in progress); (5) Paul
Ryan, Speaker of the House, introduces Vice Presidential nominee Mike Pence; and (6) Indiana Governor
Mike Pence, the Vice Presidential nominee, addresses the Convention. Correspondents: Scott Pelley, Norah
O’Donnell (co-anchors); Charlie Rose, Gayle King, John Dickerson, Major Garrett. CBS News Contributor:
Bob Schieffer.

07/21/16 CBS NEWS: CAMPAIGN 2016: REPUBLICAN CONVENTION - live coverage of the final portion of
the fourth and final day of the Republican National Convention. Origination: Quicken Loans Arena,
Cleveland, Ohio. In addition to ongoing commentary by CBS News Correspondents, coverage includes: (1)
Ivanka Trump, daughter of Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump, addresses the Convention
(joined in progress), and introduces her father; and (2) Donald Trump, Republican presidential nominee,
addresses the Convention. Correspondents: Scott Pelley, Norah O’Donnell (co-anchors); Charlie Rose,
Gayle King, John Dickerson. CBS News Contributor: Bob Schieffer.
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CAMPAIGN 2016: DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION

07/25/16 CBS NEWS: CAMPAIGN 2016: DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION - live coverage of the 10:00 -11:00p
hour of the first day of the Democratic National Convention.  Origination: Wells Fargo Center,
Philadelphia, PA. In addition to ongoing commentary by CBS News Correspondents, coverage includes: (1)
an interview (by Gayle King) with Wisconsin delegate Nancy Kaplan, a Hillary Clinton supporter.
(Wisconsin delegate Paul Czisny, a Bernie Sanders supporter, was introduced but did not speak); (2) First
Lady Michelle Obama addresses the convention; (3) Massachusetts Senator Elizabeth Warren addresses the
convention; (4) commentary from CBS News Contributor Bob Schieffer; (5) interview (by Gayle King)
with Vermont Senator Patrick Leahy; and (6) Vermont Senator and former Democratic candidate Bernie
Sanders addresses the Convention. Correspondents: Scott Pelley, Norah O’Donnell (co-anchors); Charlie
Rose, Gayle King, John Dickerson, Nancy Cordes. CBS News Contributor: Bob Schieffer.

07/26/16 CBS NEWS: CAMPAIGN 2016: DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION - live coverage of the 10: 00 -
11:00p hour of the second day of the Democratic National Convention.  Origination: Wells Fargo Center,
Philadelphia, PA. In addition to ongoing commentary by CBS News Correspondents, coverage includes: (1)
pre-recorded interview (by Charlie Rose) with Massachusetts Senator Elizabeth Warren; (2) former
President Bill Clinton addresses the Convention; (3) interview (by Nancy Cordes) with Veleria Levy, North
Carolina delegate; (4) Alicia Keys, singer - performs “Superwoman”; and (5) presidential nominee Hillary
Clinton, via video link, addresses the Convention. Correspondents: Scott Pelley, Norah O’Donnell (co-
anchors); Charlie Rose, Gayle King, John Dickerson, Nancy Cordes. CBS News Contributor: Bob
Schieffer.

07/27/16 CBS NEWS: CAMPAIGN 2016: DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION - live coverage of the concluding
portion of the third day of the Democratic National Convention.  Origination: Wells Fargo Center,
Philadelphia, PA. In addition to ongoing commentary by CBS News Correspondents, coverage includes: (1)
recorded excerpt of former Defense Secretary Leon Panetta addressing the Convention earlier this evening;
(2) Virginia Senator Tim Kaine, the vice presidential nominee, addresses the Convention; (3) recorded
excerpt of former New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg addressing the Convention earlier this
evening; (4) brief recorded excerpt of Vice President Joe Biden addressing the Convention earlier this
evening; (5) President Barack Obama addresses the Convention; and (6) presidential nominee Hillary
Clinton comes on to the podium - she and Obama embrace and wave to the delegates. Correspondents: Scott
Pelley, Norah O’Donnell (co-anchors); Charlie Rose, Gayle King, John Dickerson, Nancy Cordes.  CBS
News Contributor: Bob Schieffer.

07/28/16 CBS NEWS: CAMPAIGN 2016: DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION - live coverage of the concluding
portion of the fourth and final day of the Democratic National Convention.  Origination: Wells Fargo
Center, Philadelphia, PA. In addition to ongoing commentary by CBS News Correspondents, coverage
includes: (1) Chelsea Clinton, daughter of Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton and former
President Bill Clinton, addresses the Convention; (2) interviews (by Gayle King) with Arkansas delegates
Johnnie Roebuck and Linda Tyler; and (3) Hillary Clinton addresses the Convention. Correspondents: Scott
Pelley, Norah O’Donnell (co-anchors); Charlie Rose, Gayle King, John Dickerson, Nancy Cordes.  CBS
News Contributor: Bob Schieffer.
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CBS RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SPECIAL

07/10/16 “Religion & Democracy” (11 AM-11:30 AM) – an interfaith special examining the challenges America is
facing -- as one of the most diverse democratic countries in the world -- when it comes to religious hate and
intolerance. In particular, the conditions that are fueling anti-Muslim sentiment are examined. Among those
featured on the program: (1) Dalia Mogahed, Director of Research at the Institute for Social Policy &
Understanding (ISPU). A recent ISPU survey revealed that last year Muslims reported more religious
discrimination than Jews, Protestants and Catholics. Mogahed talks about how living in a climate of fear
and intolerance affects the Muslim community and society as a whole. (2) Charles C. Haynes, Founding
Director of the Religious Freedom Center at the Newseum Institute, is also a senior scholar at the First
Amendment Center, as well as a leading advocate for teaching about religion in public schools. While Islam
is the second-largest religion in the world, the majority of Americans are misinformed about the tradition.
Haynes argues that the best way to counter intolerance is through religious literacy and that teaching young
people about religion is more important now than ever. (3) Chris Murray, a teacher at Walter Johnson High
School in Montgomery County, Maryland, says that most students have very little understanding about
religion and that his class makes them better citizens and advocates. Includes a world-religions class
discussion about how Islam is portrayed in the media, and how students have been affected by the class. (4)
Ilhan Omar is a Somali American who is running for Minnesota State Legislature District 60B. Muslims in
America are doing what they can to counter religious bigotry by becoming more civically engaged. She
shares her story of coming to America as a young refugee and explains what prompted her to run for office
in one of the most diverse communities in Minneapolis. Also includes comments from her husband Ahmed
Hirsi. (Narrator: Rolland Smith. Executive Producer: Elizabeth Kineke. Associate Producer: Natalie Baxter.
Director & Senior Executive Producer: John P. Blessington. Produced in consultation with religious
scholars, clergy and others including Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, Islamic, Sikh and various interfaith
organizations.)
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FACE THE NATION

08/07/16 Guests: Senator Jeff Flake (R-AZ), Senate Foreign Relations Committee (1); Senator Tom Cotton (R-AR).
Senate Armed Services Committee (2); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director (3); Ron
Brownstein, Editorial Director, Atlantic Media (3) (5); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (4); Susan
Page, USA Today (5); Michael Duffy, Time Magazine (5); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (5)
1) Topics include: Senator Flake’s recent meeting with Republican vice presidential nominee and Indiana
Governor Mike Pence / reasons behind his decision not to endorse Donald Trump at this time / proper tone
and temperament for a presidential candidate / possibility of Hillary Clinton winning Arizona in the
upcoming election
2) Topics include: four-hundred-million-dollar payment the United States made to Iran / Senator Cotton’s
belief that the payment was ransom for the release of hostages / call for the United States to “walk away
from the Iranian nuclear deal”; Mr. Trump’s temperament / support for Mr. Trump
3) CBS News Battleground Tracker: analysis of poll results for Virginia and Arizona, indicating that Mrs.
Clinton is “shoring up her base”
4) Topics include: four-hundred-million-dollar payment the United States made to Iran / announcement
from Iran that they executed Shahram Amirir, a nuclear scientist who reportedly helped the United States;
current state of the U.S. relationship with Russia / global concern over Mr. Trump’s stance on Russia /
Vladimir Putin’s criticism of Mrs. Clinton for her support of dissidents in Moscow
5) Topics include: current state of the Clinton and Trump campaigns / questions surrounding Mr. Trump’s
temperament / growing number of moderate Republicans who are unable to support Mr. Trump / recent poll
results / Mrs. Clinton’s e-mail scandal

08/14/16 Guests: Amanda Porterfield, reporter, WDJT-TV, Milwaukee, WI (1); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News
Elections Director (2); Senator Susan Collins (R-ME), Senate Intelligence Committee (3); Rosa Brooks,
author, “How Everything Became War and the Military Became Everything” (4); Tom Ridge, former
Secretary of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (4); General Michael Hayden, former Director,
National Security Agency (NSA), The Chertoff Group (4); former Governor Mike Leavitt (R-UT) (4);
William Cohen, former Secretary of Defense (4); Dan Balz, The Washington Post (5); Michael Scherer,
Time Magazine (5); Audie Cornish, host, All Things Considered, NPR (5); Michael Gerson, The
Washington Post (5)
1) a report on the overnight violence in Milwaukee, Wisconsin after police officers shot and killed an armed
man fleeing police
2) CBS News Battleground Tracker: analysis of poll results for Florida, Georgia, and New Hampshire,
indicating that there are lingering questions regarding Mr. Trump’s temperament
3) an interview with Senator Collins on why she can’t support Donald Trump
4) Topics include: qualities each panel member looks for in a president / importance of being able to tell a
president no / decision making process in the White House / vital role played by presidential staff /
presidential communication / need for bipartisanship / current culture of divide in American politics
5) Topics include: current state of the Trump campaign, given all of Mr. Trump’s recent gaffes / letter
written to the Republican National Committee by Republican strategists, suggesting that Mr. Trump should
be “cut loose”, in order to focus on Congressional races / Mr. Trump’s seeming inability to show empathy;
Mrs. Clinton’s email scandal / questions surrounding Mrs. Clinton’s honesty and ability to communicate
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

08/21/16 Guests: Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director (1); Reince Priebus, Chairman, Republican
National Committee (RNC) (2); Senator Jeff Sessions (R-AL) (3); Robby Mook, Clinton Campaign
Manager (4); Michael Kranish, The Washington Post, co-author, “Trump Revealed: An American Journey
of Ambition, Ego, Money, and Power” (5); Marc Fisher, The Washington Post, co-author, “Trump
Revealed: An American Journey of Ambition, Ego, Money, and Power” (5); Ben Domenech, publisher, The
Federalist (6); Ezra Klein, Vox.com (6); Amy Walter, The Cook Political Report (6); Jennifer Jacobs,
Bloomberg Politics (6)
1) CBS News Battleground Tracker: analysis of poll results for Ohio and Iowa, as well as voter’s concerns
regarding Mr. Trump and Mrs. Clinton
2) Topics include: Mr. Priebus’ reaction to a clip of CBS News contributor Frank Luntz’ focus group
involving Pennsylvania voters who no longer support Donald Trump / support for Mr. Trump / belief that
Mr. Trump and his campaign is changing for the better / response to Republican Party members who would
like to “cut Donald Trump loose”
3) Topics include: Senator Sessions’ work with Mr. Trump on immigration / Mr. Trump’s immigration
policy, which includes a vetting program
4) Topics include: reaction to Ohio poll results indicating that 51% of voters think Hillary Clinton she is
influenced by foreign donors / relationship between the Clinton Foundation and the Clinton State
Department / Mr. Mook’s belief that the questions surrounding the relationship are politically motivated by
the right-wing; reaction to a recent report that Mrs. Clinton got the idea of a private email account from
former Secretary of State Colin Powell
5) an interview with Mr. Kranish and Mr. Fisher on the subject of their new biography, Donald Trump
6) Topics include: recent staff changes in the Trump campaign / status of the Trump campaign / unfavorable
poll results for Mr. Trump / Mr. Trump’s potential use of digital advertising to reach voters / reports that
Mr. Trump is changing his position on immigration / Mr. Trump’s attempt at outreach to Hispanic and
African-American voters

08/28/16 Guests: Kellyanne Conway, Trump Campaign Manager (1); Donna Brazile, Democratic National
Committee Chair (2); Representative Jason Chaffetz (R-UT), Chairman, Committee on Oversight and
Government Reform (3); Dr. Ben Carson, retired neurosurgeon, former Republican presidential candidate
(4); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (5); Leslie Sanchez, Republican strategist, CBSN political contributor
(5); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (5); Mark Leibovich, The New York Times Magazine (5)
1) Topics include: clarification of Donald Trump’s position on immigration, as reports surface that he may
be changing his position on deporting undocumented immigrants / Mr. Trump’s tweet after the murder of an
NBA player’s cousin in Chicago; criticism of Hillary Clinton / why Mr. Trump called Mrs. Clinton a bigot
2) Topics include: reaction to the belief held by many, that Mrs. Clinton should be further ahead than she is
against Mr. Trump, due to his many gaffes / relationship between the Clinton Foundation and the Clinton
State Department / Mrs. Clinton’s email scandal
3) Topics include: questions surrounding the relationship between the Clinton Foundation and the Clinton
State Department / call for Mrs. Clinton to release her calendars / Representative Chaffetz’ questions
surrounding the FBI investigation into Mrs. Clinton’s emails
4) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s position on immigration / reasons behind Dr. Carson’s criticism of Mr.
Trump calling Mrs. Clinton a bigot / Mr. Trump’s outreach to the African American community / call for
each candidate to release their medical records
5) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s position on immigration / Mr. Trump’s problem with Hispanic voters / Mrs.
Clinton’s speech on the alt-right movement in the United States and linking Mr. Trump to that movement /
Mr. Trump’s response to that speech, calling Mrs. Clinton a bigot; questions surrounding the relationship
between the Clinton Foundation and the Clinton State Department
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60 MINUTES

08/07/16 “Heroin in The Heartland” – a report on the increasing accessibility and use of heroin in the United
States. Federal and local authorities across America believe it’s the biggest drug epidemic today. Drug
dealers, connected to Mexican drug cartels, have expanded from an inner-city focus to the suburbs for a
new set of consumers: high school students, college athletes, teachers and professionals. Focusing on
families in the Columbus, Ohio suburbs dealing with this problem, the reasons for the rise of this epidemic
are discussed. The drug that reverses the effects of opiates in the brain, Naloxone Hydrochloride (Narcan),
is now available in Ohio without a prescription. Includes interviews with: former heroin addicts: Hannah
Morris and Jenna Morrison; Mike DeWine, Ohio Attorney General; Jessica Kaiser, forensic scientist for
Ohio Attorney General; and parents of heroin addicts: Wayne and Christy Campbell (whose son Tyler
died); T.J. and Heidi Riggs (whose daughter Marin died); Brian Malone and Lea Heidman (whose daughter
Alyssa died); Brenda Stewart (whose two sons are in recovery), Tracy Morrison, (whose two daughters are
in recovery); and Rob Brandt (whose son Robby died). (See also: “Epidemic in The Heartland” OAD:
03/02/05; and “Heroin Town” OAD: 06/11/03 -- both on 60 MINUTES II) (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Tom
Anderson, Michelle St. John) (OAD: 11/01/15)
“Christopher Wheeldon” – an interview / profile of Christopher Wheeldon, one of the most celebrated
ballet choreographers today. Wheeldon choreographed and directed the Broadway musical “An American
in Paris”, and won a Tony award last year for his work. Includes excerpts from a performance of “An
American in Paris” and a clip from “The Late Show with Stephen Colbert”. Also includes comments by:
Anna Tsygankova, Russian ballerina and principal of the Dutch National Ballet. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Ruth
Streeter, Kaylee Tully) (OAD: 04/03/16)
“Bonobos” – a report on bonobos, a primate cousin of humans that looks like a chimpanzee. Bonobos are a
separate species of ape that live in female-dominated groups and do not kill each other. Bonobos are
endangered species and can only be found in the Democratic Republic of Congo in Central Africa.
Conservationist Claudine Andre created Lola Ya Bonobo Sanctuary, an orphanage in Congo that’s caring
for bonobos. To save these primates from extinction, Lola has released some back into the wild and, so far,
they are thriving. Includes interviews with: Claudine Andre; Brian Hare, Duke University evolutionary
anthropologist; and Suzy Kwetuenda, biologist who oversees bonobo rehabilitation at Lola Ya Bonobo. (C:
Anderson Cooper – P: Michael H. Gavshon, David M. Levine) (OAD: 12/06/15)
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60 MINUTES (continued)

08/14/16 “Not Paid” – a report on how audits of the nation’s biggest insurance companies have uncovered a
systemic practice of insurers not paying benefits on millions of policies, even when the insurance companies
knew the policyholder was deceased. Although twenty-five of the nation’s biggest life insurance companies
agreed to pay out over seven and a half billion dollars, about thirty-five insurance companies have not
settled, and remain under investigation for not paying when the beneficiary was unaware there was a policy.
Includes interviews with: Kevin McCarty, insurance commissioner of Florida; Joseph Bigony, West
Virginia native and beneficiary on his sister’s insurance policy; Jeff Atwater, chief financial officer of
Florida; Jeff Drubner and Jim Hartley, co-founders of Verus Financial; Betty Yee, California state
controller; Ken Miller,   Oklahoma state treasurer; Steve Weisbart, senior vice president and chief
economist for the Insurance Information Institute Also includes comments by: John Perdue, West Virginia
state treasurer. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Richard Bonin) (OAD: 04/17/16 – includes an update.)
“Hidden Holocaust” – a report about Father Patrick Desbois, a French Catholic priest who is the President
of Yahad-In Unum, an organization founded in 2004 that seeks to unsilence nearly half of the six million
Jewish victims of the Holocaust whose bodies lie in unmarked mass graves, killed by Nazi soldiers in mass
shootings in the former USSR. Investigating and speaking to eyewitnesses have led Yahad-In Unum to more
than seventeen hundred of Hitler’s hidden killing fields, and each site is memorialized by recording the GPS
coordinates. Includes interviews with: Father Patrick Desbois; Paul Shapiro, director of Advanced Studies
at the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum; and eyewitnesses to the Holocaust in Moldova (all through
translator): Gheorghe of Hiriseni; and Anatoli and Dimitri of Dubassary. Also includes comments by
unidentified eyewitnesses through on-screen graphics translation. (See also: “The Killing Machine”, OAD:
05/08/16) (C: Lara Logan – P: Alan B. Goldberg) (OAD: 10/04/15)
“Lewis Hamilton” – an interview / profile of Lewis Hamilton, a three-time Formula One car racing world
champion at the age of thirty. Hamilton is from England and is the first black Formula One racecar driver.
Charlie Rose sat shotgun as Hamilton drove him around the track at Silverstone, home of the British Grand
Prix, at 140 mph in the fastest Mercedes Benz. Also includes an interview with: Anthony Hamilton, Lewis’
father. (C: Charlie Rose – P: Keith Sharman) (See also: “The Silver Arrows”, OAD: 02/09/16 on 60
MINUTES SPORTS on SHOWTIME) (OAD: 12/13/15 – includes an update.)

08/21/16 “Strike-Through” – an investigation into Halyard Health’s MICROCOOL surgical gown, and why the
faulty protective equipment was supplied to hospitals during the recent Ebola outbreak and also sold to the
U.S. government’s Strategic National Stockpile for use in future outbreaks and emergencies. The National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health commissioned tests of MICROCOOL gowns produced in
2014, and found some sleeve seam failures in three out of four batches tested. Includes interviews with:
Bernard Vezeau, fmr. global strategic marketing director for MICROCOOL; Michael Avenatti, attorney
representing hospitals suing Halyard Health and Kimberly-Clark for fraud; Chris Lowery, chief operating
officer of Halyard Health; and Dr. Sherry Wren, vice chair of surgery at Stanford University School of
Medicine. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Andy Court, Sarah Fitzpatrick) (OAD: 05/01/16 – includes an update.)
“Fintech” – a report on the financial technology, known as “Fintech” and how it’s modernizing banking
and challenging traditional financial institutions. Stripe, a $5 billion payments company, is reinventing how
money is transferred online, much like its competitors PayPal and Venmo. Includes interviews with: Patrick
Collison, co-founder and CEO of Stripe; John Collison, co-founder and president of Stripe; Taavet
Hinrikus, CEO and co-founder of TransferWise; Vikram Pandit, fmr. CEO of Citigroup; and Max Levchin,
co-founder of PayPal. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shachar Bar-On) (OAD: 05/01/16 – includes an update.)
“The Slave Ship” – a report on how teams from the National Museum of African American History and
Culture (NMAAHC) and the Slave Wrecks Project are searching for the underwater remains, off
Mozambique Island, of a slave ship named St. Joseph (Sao Jose in Portuguese). Includes interviews with:
Lonnie Bunch, founding director (NMAAHC); Decio Muianga, Mozambican archaeologist; Steve
Lubkemann, co-founder of the Slave Wrecks Project and anthropologist from George Washington
University; Paul Gardullo, historian of slavery and curator at the Smithsonian Museum; and Jaco Boshoff,
archaeologist with South Africa’s Iziko Museum and co-founder of the Slaves Wrecks Project.  (See also:
“A Monumental Project” OAD: 05/17/15) (C: Scott Pelley – P: Nicole Young) (OAD: 11/01/15)
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60 MINUTES (continued)

08/28/16 “Anonymous Inc.” – an investigation into money laundering in the United States and how it is becoming
known as a go-to place for corrupt foreigners to launder their ill-gotten money into anonymous shell
companies. The London-based non-profit watchdog Global Witness sent an investigator undercover as a
representative of a fictitious African government minister who wants to move millions in suspicious funds.
Equipped with a hidden camera, the investigator, going by “Ralph Kayser” met with 16 different law firms
in New York City to see if they would be willing to assist in concealing the suspicious funds. Of the sixteen
lawyers Global Witness met with, only one attorney, Jeffrey Herrmann, flatly declined to participate.
Includes interviews with: Charmian Gooch, co-founder of Global Witness; Chip Poncy, co-founder of the
Financial Integrity Network; Bill Simon, law professor at Columbia University; and Fmr. Senator Carl
Levin (D-MI) who served as Chairman, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations. Also includes excerpts
of Global Witness’ hidden camera interviews with the following New York City lawyers: Lawrence M.
Gabe, Gerald Ross, Mark Koplik, Albert Grant, James Silkenat; Jeffrey Herrmann; Hugh Finnegan; and
John H. Jankoff. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Graham Messick, Kevin Livelli) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT
(OAD: 01/31/16 – includes an update.)
“Switching Teams” – an interview / profile of Harvard University swimmer Schuyler Bailar, who may be
the first openly transgender male athlete to compete in an NCAA Division I men’s sport. Also includes
interviews with Stephanie Morawski, Harvard women’s swim coach; Kevin Tyrrell, Harvard men’s swim
coach; and Terry and Gregor Bailar, Schuyler’s parents. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shari Finkelstein) (OAD:
04/10/16 – includes an update.)

48 HOURS

08/06/16 48 HOURS: “To Catch a Genius”- a report on the 1994 death of Linda Curry, a non-smoker who was
found dead with a lethal amount of nicotine in her system, and the investigation which ultimately
determined that it had been given to her, without her knowledge, by her husband, “Jeopardy” champion
Paul Curry. Career woman Linda Curry worked at Southern California Edison San Onofre Nuclear Power
Plants. She had many close friends; she dated, was a spendthrift, and owned a big house in San Clemente,
California. At work, she met the much younger engineer Paul Curry. He was extremely smart, rubbed many
people the wrong way, was a member of Mensa, and bragged about winning thousands of dollars on
“Jeopardy”. Only after they married in 1992, did she learn of Paul’s two ex-wives and three children. She
had several life insurance policies; Curry was the beneficiary on some. Curry also asked her to take out an
additional $1million policy, but she never did. Friends told her to dump him. In 1993, she became violently
ill, needing hospitalization: poisoning was suspected after lab workers discovered lidocaine in a
contaminated IV bag. The investigation focused on one person: Paul Curry. Five months later, she was
again hit with a mystery illness. Her IV bag again was again tampered with. Friends believed that Curry
wanted to kill Linda and cash in -- but Linda remained loyal. Six months later, Linda died. The cause of
death was attributed to nicotine poisoning and Ambien overdose. Her death was ruled a homicide, but Paul
Curry was never charged. Linda had drafted a note giving her sister half of her estate. Curry was beside
himself even though she left him the house and close to a half-a-million dollars. The case grew cold.
Afterwards, Paul Curry’s lies came to light: he was a complete fraud. He was not an engineer; in fact, he did
not even have a college degree. He left town. In 2002, the case was re-opened by the Orange County
Sheriff’s Department.  In 2008, Sergeant Yvonne Shull felt she had enough information to present to the
prosecutor. Curry was located in Salina, Kansas where he was living a new life. He was tricked into a
meeting, believing he was talking to local detectives, but all the while talking to Sergeant Shull. Using the
information he spoke about in the interview, he was arrested and charged with murder. At trial, the
prosecutor used Mark Curry’s own words to win the case. Curry was found guilty of murder in the first
degree. On-screen text graphic: In her will, Linda Curry left ten thousand dollars each to ten special
friends, including Merry Seabold and Frankie Thurber. Interviewed: Merry Seabold, Bill Sandretto, Frankie
Thurber (Linda Curry’s friends); Ebrahim Baytieh (Orange County Prosecutor); Mike Flower (Paul Curry’s
boss); Sherry Bundy (Registered Nurse); Sergeant Yvonne Shull (Orange County Sheriff’s Department);
Dr. Neal Benowitz (Professor of Medicine, University of California, San Francisco). (C: Erin Moriarty - P:
Paul LaRosa, Gayane Keshishyan; Producers for the 08/06/16 rebroadcast: Paul LaRosa, Gayane
Keshishyan Mendez) (OAD: 04/18/15)
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48 HOURS (continued)

08/13/16 48 HOURS: “The Millionaire, The Model & The Hit-Man” (9:00 - 10:00p) - an investigation into the
relationship between Dino Guglielmelli, a millionaire health supplement distributor/ wannabe rock star, his
model wife, Monica Olsen, his business partner/presumed hitman Richard Fuhrmann, and the $80,000 “hit”
Guglielmelli ordered on his wife. In 2008, Olsen, a model-turned-housewife, wanted to re-start her career,
Guglielmelli was not happy. He became very controlling, dating other women and eventually filing for
divorce. He tried various schemes to discredit his wife. In 2012, when he couldn’t get his way in the
divorce, he confided his problems to business associate/friend Richard Fuhrmann, asking him to “take care”
of his wife; Fuhrmann told Guglielmelli that he would take the job. Instead of murdering Olsen, he went to
the authorities in Los Angeles, California, and agreed to wear a wire.  In October 2013, Fuhrmann got
Guglielmelli to repeat that he would pay $80,000 to have Olsen killed.  To the authorities, it was a clear-cut
case of murder for hire; Guglielmelli was arrested. Guglielmelli, in a telephone interview from jail, claims
he is the victim; he was conned by Richard Fuhrmann. Authorities agree that Fuhrmann is a con man, but
the conspiracy to kill Olsen was very real. In a surprise move, they offered Guglielmelli a plea deal: plead
guilty to attempted murder in the second degree and serve only nine years in jail. He accepted. In a
telephone interview from prison, Guglielmelli discusses his decision. Olsen is proceeding with the divorce
and worries about the future. Fuhrmann fears what will happen when Guglielmelli is released from prison.
On-screen text graphic: Because Dino took a plea deal he cannot appeal his conviction. Interviewed: Dino
Guglielmelli; Monica Olsen; Rick Fuhrmann; Emilio Guglielmelli (brother), Gino Guglielmelli (brother);
Letitia Devine (Dino’s ex-wife); Olya Banar (Monica’s friend); Emily Cole (Deputy District Attorney) (C:
Troy Roberts - P: Judy Rybak, Greg Fisher) (OAD: 01/31/15; 1st rebroadcast: 06/09/15)

08/13/16 48 HOURS: “A Raging Son” (10:00 – 11:00p) - a report about the investigation into the 2012 death of
Weight Watchers executive Danielle Thomas, and the murder case against her boyfriend, Wall Street
attorney Jason Bohn, who claimed being neglected by his mother as a child should keep him from spending
his life in jail. Thomas was found dead in the bathtub of the Astoria, Queens apartment she shared with
Jason Bohn. Thomas and Bohn had a whirlwind romance and she moved to New York to be with him.
Everything seemed to be falling in place for the financial analyst, and while there was talk of marriage, the
relationship had become physically and emotionally abusive. Police had been called. Bohn had been
arrested for assault. Now, Bohn was arrested and charged with murder. Bohn’s defense is that an explosive
moment of anger that resulted in Thomas’ death was directly connected to his bad childhood. Bohn’s
attorney asserts he was abandoned by his mother Maureen O’Connell, a wealthy publishing executive, and
he experienced profound neglect and abuse that caused a mental illness called Intermittent Explosive
Disorder. Prosecutors dismissed his claims and they assert that audio recorded in an accidental phone call
made while Thomas was still alive suggest Bohn knew exactly what he was doing. At trial, the Ivy League
grad and Wall Street lawyer is found guilty of murder. On screen text graphic: Danielle’s mother plans to
sue the police department for not responding to her daughter’s 911 call. There is a scholarship set up in
Danielle’s name at her Boyce County, Kentucky high school. Jason’s mother has instructed her lawyer to try
to get her son into protective custody. On-screen text graphic for the 09/20/14 and 08/13/16
rebroadcasts: Danielle Thomas’s mother plans to sue the NYPD for not responding to her daughter’s 911
call. There is a scholarship set up in Danielle’s name at her Boyle County, Kentucky high school. Jason
Bohn’s mother moved to have her son put into protective custody, He is there now. Interviewed: Dennis
Frawley (NYPD detective); Patrick O’Connor (lead prosecutor); Marilyn Filingeri (Assistant District
Attorney); Jamie Thomas Bright (Danielle’s mother); Juanita Hardgrave (Danielle’s grandmother); Dr.
Alexander Sasha Bardey (forensic psychiatrist); Murray Weirs (crime reporter/48 HOURS consultant);
Richard Brown (District Attorney); Sherette Corsey (neighbor); Elena Rodriguez and Amanda DeJuto
(jurors) (C: Troy Roberts – P: Patti Aronofsky, Elena DiFiore, James Stolz, Gail Abbott Zimmerman)
(OAD: 05/10/14; 1st rebroadcast: 09/20/14)
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48 HOURS (continued)

08/20/16 48 HOURS: “Eliminating the Threat?” (9:00 – 10:00p) - a report on the case against FBI agent Arthur
Gonzales, who shot and killed his estranged wife, Julie Gonzales in 2013. Gonzales claimed he fired in self-
defense, just like he was trained to do. Two previous trials resulted in hung juries and he now faces a third
trial. Gonzales was a top FBI agent, holding positions in California, Texas and New Mexico. In 2010, he
was promoted to the FBI’s Training Academy in Quantico, Virginia. His personal life was not as successful
-- the couple was estranged and headed for divorce. Friends and family of Julie Gonzales maintain that
Art’s version of events is completely out of character for Julie. And the police investigation uncovered that
Gonzales was having an affair with a co-worker, Cara Kast, who was also involved with another FBI agent.
Due to the outcome of the two previous trials, both the prosecution and defense agreed to a bench trial.
During the proceedings, prosecutors suggested Art Gonzales relied on his FBI training to stage a crime
scene to cover up a murder, while the defense maintained the evidence backed up Art’s claim of self-
defense. In the end, the judge reluctantly declared Gonzales not guilty of manslaughter. The FBI fired
Gonzales for what it said was a “lack of candor” during the murder investigation. On-screen text graphic:
Carla Kast married the other FBI agent she was involved with. The couple now have a child. Interviewed:
Todd Nosal (detective); Maryetta and Ray Serna (Julie Gonzales parents); Kim Scott (Julie Gonzales boss);
Lea Lucero (Julie Gonzales co-worker); Teresa Smith (neighbor); Doug and Jen Merel (Art Gonzales
supervisor and wife); Eric Olsen (Stafford County Commonwealth Attorney); Mark Gardner (defense
attorney); Kristin Bird (Prosecutor); Mary McDonald and Paul Brastrom (jurors); Janet Johnson (FBI agent
who worked with Gonzales in New Mexico) (C: Susan Spencer - P: Taigi Smith, Gail Abbott Zimmerman)
(OAD: 03/19/16 as 48 HOURS PRESENTS: “Eliminating the Threat?”)

08/20/16 48 HOURS: “The Preppy Killer” (10:00-11:00p) – an updated rebroadcast of “The Preppy Killer”
(OAD: 02/26/03) on the 30th anniversary of the killing of Jennifer Levin, a young woman found dead in
Manhattan’s Central Park in August 1986. The murder of the well-liked Levin was fodder for the New York
tabloids, with the case featuring a handsome murder suspect, Robert Chambers, who tried to clear his name
at all costs, including making lurid claims about Levin “raping” him in the park. The case drew so much
attention it was made into a made-for-television movie. During the trial, Chambers pleaded guilty to the
lesser charge of first degree manslaughter and served fifteen years in prison. In 2003, after his release from
prison, he was interviewed by 48 HOURS. He spoke about his relationship with Jennifer Levin and the
events leading up to her death and still maintains that he did not intend to harm her. He hoped to put his life
back together, get a job and stay out of trouble. Things did not work out as he had hoped. Epilogue for the
08/20/16 updated rebroadcast: In 2004, Chambers was arrested and charged with possession of a
controlled substance and driving with a suspended license. He pled guilty and spent 100 days in jail. Three
years later he was arrested again, along with his girlfriend, and charged with selling drugs out of his
apartment. In a deal, the girlfriend was sentenced to probation; Chambers pled guilty in exchange for a
sentence of 19 years in prison. His earliest release date is 2024. The Levins have never accepted any
apology from Robert Chambers. This year, Jennifer would have been 48 years old. Interviewed: Linda
Fairstein (former prosecutor/48 HOURS consultant); Robert Chambers; Phyllis Chambers (his mother);
includes a new interview with Ellen Levin (mother of Jennifer Levin) (C: Troy Roberts, Richard
Schlesinger – P: James Stolz, Jay Young; Producers for the 08/20/16 updated rebroadcast: James Stolz, Jay
Young, Lourdes Aguiar)

08/27/16 PREEMPTION

* * * * *
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Talk of the Town Issues Report
3rd Quarter 2016

HEALTH
Date Length Guest Description

7/11/16 4:00 Renee Watkins Certified instructor spoke about the benefits of yoga for kids.

7/26/16 4:00 Autumn Calabrese Celebrity fitness expert spoke about her new exercise plan.

8/3/16 4:00 Dr. Bob Kaelin Orthopedist spoke about preventing & treating sports injuries.

8/5/16 4:00 Jenny Beth Kroplin Registered dietician spoke about back to school quick breakfast ideas.

9/20/16 4:30 Gerell Webb Fitness trainer gave tips on shopping for healthy options at the grocery.

9/21/16 4:15 Dennis Garrett Patient explained surviving aortic dissection at St. Thomas Hospital.

FAMILY & MORALS
Date Length Guest Description

7/7/16 3:30 Sami Cone The “Fugal Mom” spoke about summer job opportunities of teens.

7/12/16 4:00 Sami Cone The “Frugal Mom” talked about cultivating compassion in our kids.

7/19/16 4:00 Judge Muriel Robinson Family court judge answered call-in questions on legal issues.

7/27/16 4:30 David Deaton Martial arts instructor gave self-defense tips for women.

8/16/16 4:30 Judge Muriel Robinson Family court judge answered call-in questions on legal issues.

9/27/16 5:00 Aaron Jordan Relationship expert spoke about 5 ways to save a relationship.

9/27/16 4:30 Judge Muriel Robinson Family court judge answered call-in questions on legal issues.

CONSUMER/FINANCE
Date Length Guest Description

7/15/16 4:00 Bryan Baiey Animal behaviorist provided tips on adopting pets.

7/20/16 4:15 Dr. Craig Prior Veterinarian spoke about summer safety tips for pets.

8/4/16 4:30 Rachel Cruze Spoke about back to school budgets for students.

8/10/16 4:30 Donna Bozzo Author spoke about the science of fun & affordable family activities.

8/17/16 4:15 Dr. Craig Prior Veterinarian answered viewer phone call questions about pet health.

COMMUNITY
Date Length Guest Description

8/2/16 4:00 Jim Bartoo Spokesperson for Nashville Zoo spoke about new attractions at the zoo.

8/8/16 4:00 Joey Lankford Owner of Cul2Vate spoke about their innovative food program to help
feed the needy



Attachment D

WTVF Public Service Announcements
July 1, 2016-September 30, 2016

During 3rd Quarter 2016, WTVF aired PSAs providing information on a variety of activities and
issues. Representative examples of such PSAs include the following:

Adoption from Foster Care-AdoptUSKids (15 times)

Breakaway from Cancer (20 times)

End SlaveryTN.org – Human Trafficking (7 times)

FCC Children’s Television Public File (18 times)

FEMA – Smoke Alarms/Space Heaters/Fire Safety (18 Times)

Men Who Speak up – Prostate Cancer (7 times)

NAMM – National Association of Music Merchants (13 times)

National Runaway Safeline (10 times)

One in Six.org –Male Childhood Sex Abuse (8 times)

Tennessee Association of Broadcasters – Before You Dig (9 Times)

Tennessee Chamber of Commerce and Industry (8 times)

Tennessee Department of Health – Tennessee WIC Program – (24 times)

Tennessee Department of Tourism (37 times)

Tennessee Gas Association – Right of Way (8 times)

U.S. Department of Health and Human Service – Keep Kids Smoke Free and Quit Now (19 Times
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WTVF Issues Report
NewsChannel 5 Plus Programming

Inside Politics with Pat Nolan
Friday: 7:00 PM, 11:30 PM & 1:30 AM
Saturday:  5 AM, 3 PM. 5:30 PM and 1:30 AM
Sunday: 5 AM & 9 AM
“Inside Politics” is Middle Tennessee's best source for an insider’s view of state and local politics.  The show is
hosted by NewsChannel 5's former veteran political reporter Pat Nolan.  Every week, Pat sits down with the big
newsmakers, including candidates for local office, to get the inside scoop on decisions that affect everyone.

Inside Workforce Development
Thursday: 9:30 AM
Saturday:  7:30 AM
"Inside Workforce Development” focuses on the employment opportunities for businesses in Middle
Tennessee to give insight on employers’ job market as well as alerting viewers about opportunities for careers and
employment. The show is hosted by Melinda Kelsey with the Tennessee Department of Labor and Workforce
Development

Issues of Faith with Ben Hall
Monday: 4:30 AM and 1 PM
Tuesdays: 1:30 PM and 5 PM
Thursday: 1 PM
Friday: 5 PM and 8 PM
Saturday: 3:30 PM, 7 PM & 11:30 PM
Sunday: 7 AM
“Issues of Faith” takes an in-depth look at the role of religion and faith in our world today. It is a roundtable
discussion, hosted by Ben Hall, about various topics and will include religious leaders from all faiths and
denominations.

Morning Line with Nick Beres
Monday-Thursday 8-9 AM
Monday-Thursday 3-4 PM
“Morning Line” is the best way to start your day in Nashville.  NewsChannel 5 reporter Nick Beres gets an in-depth
look at what’s going on in the news from the people who are in the news.

Open Line
Monday-Thursday: 7-8 PM
Each episode replays three more times during the week at in various time slots.
“Open Line”, hosted by NewsChannel 5 reporter Ben Hall, is a live, call-in show that features the area’s biggest
newsmakers discussing topics of local interest. Open Line gives viewers the opportunity to voice their opinions and
even ask a question of everyone from the Mayor to the police chief.

Out & About Today
Friday: 10 PM and 2 AM
Saturday: 9:30 PM and 2 AM
Sunday: 10 PM
“Out & About Today” features news, entertainment and business segments geared toward a gay and lesbian
audience. The show is hosted by members of the Nashville GLBT community; Brent Meredith, Chuck Long and
Pam Wheeler. Out & About Today is a cooperative effort between NewsChannel 5+ and Out & About Newspaper.
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WTVF Issues Report
NewsChannel 5+ Programming

Out of the Blue
Sunday 3:30-4 PM
“Out of the Blue” is a newsmagazine program highlighting the events, activities, insights, and accomplishments of
the Middle Tennessee State University community. Viewers can tune in to learn more about the faculty and
outstanding students of the largest public university in Middle Tennessee.

Panorama
Monday-Wednesday 9:30-10 AM
Tuesday: 5:30 PM
Wednesday: 5:30 PM
Saturday: 4:30 PM
Sunday: 7 PM
“Panorama” is a television program produced entirely in Spanish by the Tennessee Latin American Chamber of
Commerce (TLACC). Host Marcela Gomez brings viewers information about the city of Nashville, conducts
interviews with business members of the TLACC and also includes a health segment for Hispanic viewers.

The Plus Side of Nashville
Monday: 5:30 AM, 11:30 AM, 2:30 PM, 9:30 PM and 11 PM
Tuesday: 1 PM
Wednesday: 5:30 AM, 1 PM, 5 PM and 11:30 PM
Thursday: 6 PM and 11:30 PM
Friday 6 PM and 8:30 PM
Saturday: 4 AM, 2 PM and 8 PM
Sunday: 4 AM, 6 AM, 6 PM and 11:30 PM
Tuwanda Coleman, reporter for Talk of the Town, hosts this public affairs program focuses on everything from the
works of non-profit organizations to upcoming events in the world of arts. “The Plus Side” is the best place to find
out about the good things happening in Middle Tennessee.

Que Pasa Nashville?
Monday: 2 PM
Thursday: 5:30 AM, 1:30 PM, 5 PM and 10 PM
Friday: 1:30 PM and 3 AM
Saturday: 3 AM
Sunday: 8:30 AM, 4:30 PM and 9:30 PM
“Que Pasa Nashville” is a half-hour program that examines the opportunities and challenges facing the growing
Hispanic community in Middle Tennessee. Latino leaders estimate more than 100,000 Hispanics now call Middle
Tennessee home, and they expect that number to grow. ¿Que Pasa? is hosted by Cristina Allen, a well-respected
and long-time member of Nashville's Hispanic community.

Retirement Report
Fridays: 8-9 AM and 3-4 PM
Saturdays: 1-2 PM
Sunday: 10:30-11:30 AM and 5-6 PM
“Retirement Report” is a show for anyone who plans to retire – either now or in the future. The show is hosted by
Hank Parrott, a certified financial planner and retirement expert.
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WTVF Issues Report
NewsChannel 5+ Programming

Score on Business
Mondays: 5 AM, 1:30 PM, 5 PM and 11:30 PM
Tuesday: 5:30 AM and 11 PM
Fridays: 5:30 AM, 1 PM, 7:30 PM and 11 PM
Saturdays: 12:30 PM, 7:30 PM and 12 midnight
Sundays: 7:30 PM
“Score on Business” provides information and tips to help viewers start and run their own successful business. The

show is hosted by Pete Hendrix and features a panel of SCORE counselors.

Sports Line
Monday-Wednesday: 8-9 PM
Tuesday-Thursday: 2-3 PM
Tuesday-Friday: 4:30-5:30 AM
Nobody likes to talk sports more than NewsChannel 5's Steve Layman and Jon Burton. High school, college and
professional sports are a big part of Nashville. Steve and Jon’s guests represent the wide range of Middle
Tennessee sports. One night it may be a Tennessee Titan on the set, the next, a Nashville Predator, or perhaps a
rising high school football star. Viewers are invited to call in with their comments and questions.

Urban Outlook: A Forum for African American Issues
Monday: 11:00 AM & 6 PM
Tuesday: 11:30 PM
Wednesday: 12:30 PM
Thursday: 12:30 PM
Saturday: 4:30 AM, 12 Noon, 8:30 PM and 2:30 AM
Sunday: 4:30 AM, 7:30 AM, 4 PM and 11 PM
“Urban Outlook” focuses on issues impacting African Americans within their families, community, schools and
workplace. It is hosted by former NewsChannel 5 reporter April Eaton.

Women of Power
Saturdays: 5:30 AM
“Women of Power” will showcase women in all sectors from entrepreneurs to corporate business leaders; from
sports stars to entertainers; from political leaders to educators. The mission of the program is to inspire, uplift and
motivate women. Each episode will feature four segments: The Power Suite, Lifestyle News, Wealth Building and
Health & Wellness. The show is hosted by veteran journalist Caroline Clarke.



MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN
4:00A Taste of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Plus Side of Nashville Plus Side of Nashville 4:00A
4:30A Issues of Faith Sportsline Sportsline Sportsline Sportsline Urban Outlook Urban Outlook 4:30A
5:00A Score on  Business Encore Encore Encore Encore Inside Politics Inside Politics 5:00A
5:30A Plus Side of Nashville Score on  Business Plus Side of Nashville Que Pasa Nashville Score on  Business Women of Power Fishin Affliction 5:30A
6:00A Openline OpenLine OpenLine OpenLine OpenLine Today's Homeowner Plus Side of Nashville 6:00A
6:30A Encore Encore Encore Encore Encore P. Allen Smith Taste of the Town 6:30A
7:00A NC5 This Morning NC5 This Morning NC5 This Morning NC5 This Morning NC5 This Morning LifeStyle w/Denise Issues of Faith 7:00A
7:30A (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) Workforce Dev. Urban Outlook 7:30A
8:00A MorningLine MorningLine MorningLine MorningLine Retirement The Ring of Faith 8:00A
8:30A with Nick Beres with Nick Beres with Nick Beres with Nick Beres Report Saturday Que Pasa Nashville 8:30A
9:00A Taste of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Early Show Inside Politics 9:00A
9:30A Panorama Panorama Panorama Workforce Dev. Taste of the Town (Live from CBS) Face 9:30A

10:00A NC5 at 7 AM NC5 at 7 AM NC5 at 7 AM NC5 at 7 AM NC5 at 7 AM NewsChannel 5 The Nation 10:00A
10:30A Encore Encore Encore Encore Encore This Morning Retirement 10:30A
11:00A Urban Outlook OpenLine OpenLine OpenLine OpenLine 6:00-8:00 am Report 11:00A
11:30A Plus Side of Nashville Encore Encore Encore Encore Encore NC5 This Morning 11:30A
12:00N Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Urban Outlook Encore 12:00N
12:30P Taste of the Town LifeStyle w/Denise Urban Outlook Urban Outlook Taste of the Town Score on  Business SWAP TV 12:30P

1:00P Issues of Faith Plus Side of Nashville Plus Side of Nashville Issues of Faith Score on  Business Retirement Make Television 1:00P
1:30P Score on  Business Issues of Faith Talk of the Town Que Pasa Nashville Que Pasa Nashville Report Animal Outtakes 1:30P
2:00P Que Pasa Nashville Sportsline Sportsline Sportsline Southern Woods Plus Side of Nashville SWAP TV 2:00P
2:30P Plus Side of Nashville Encore Encore Encore & Water Taste of the Town Eco Company 2:30P
3:00P MorningLine MorningLine MorningLine MorningLine Retirement Inside Politics Zoo Clues 3:00P
3:30P Encore Encore Encore Encore Report Issues of Faith Out of The Blue 3:30P
4:00P Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Taste of the Town Urban Outlook 4:00P
4:30P NC5 at 4 Encore NC5 at 4 Encore NC5 at 4 Encore NC5 at 4 Encore NC5 at 4 Encore Panorama Que Pasa Nashville 4:30P
5:00P Score on  Business Issues of Faith Plus Side of Nashville Que Pasa Nashville Issues of Faith Fishin Affliction Retirement 5:00P
5:30P NC5 at 5 Encore NC5 at 5 Encore NC5 at 5 Encore NC5 at 5 Encore NC5 at 5 Encore Inside Politics Report 5:30P
6:00P Urban Outlook Panorama Panorama Plus Side of NashvillePlus Side of Nashville OpenLine Plus Side of Nashville 6:00P
6:30P Supreme Justice Supreme Justice Supreme Justice Supreme Justice Supreme Justice Encore Taste of the Town 6:30P
7:00P Openline Openline Openline Openline Inside Politics Issues of Faith Panorama 7:00P
7:30P (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) Score on  Business Score on  Business Score on  Business 7:30P
8:00P Sportsline Sportsline Sportsline Southern Woods Issues of Faith Plus Side of Nashville Southern Woods 8:00P
8:30P (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) & Waters Plus Side of Nashville Urban Outlook & Water 8:30P
9:00P LifeStyle w/Denise NC5 at 6 NC5 at 6 NC5 at 6 NC5 at 6 NC5 at 6 Encore Fishin Affliction 9:00P
9:30P Plus Side of Nashville Encore Encore Encore Encore Out & About Que Pasa Nashville 9:30P

10:00P OpenLine OpenLine OpenLine Que Pasa Nashville Out & About Paid Program Out & About 10:00P
10:30P Encore Encore Encore Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Taste of the Town 10:30P
11:00P Plus Side of Nashville Score on  Business Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Score on  Business Fishin Affliction Urban Outlook 11:00P
11:30P Score on  Business Urban Outlook Plus Side of NashvillePlus Side of Nashville Inside Politics Issues of Faith Plus Side of Nashville 11:30P
12:00A Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Score on  Business Paid Program 12:00A
12:30A Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Touching the World Paid Program 12:30A

1:00A NC5 at 10 Encore NC5 at 10 Encore NC5 at 10 Encore NC5 at 10 Encore Taste of the Town Taste of the Town NC5 at 10 Encore 1:00A
1:30A CBS CBS CBS CBS Inside Politics Inside Politics CBS 1:30A
2:00A Overnight Overnight Overnight Overnight Out & About Out & About Overnight 2:00A
2:30A News News News News Talk of the Town Urban Outlook News 2:30A
3:00A (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) Que Pasa Nashville Que Pasa Nashville . 3:00A
3:30A CBS News (Live) CBS News (Live) CBS News (Live) CBS News (Live) Taste of the Town Taste of the Town CBS News 3:30A
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